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The 7987 White Paper on Defence:

A Three-Dimensi-onal Model

of the Decision-Making Process

Abstract

The problem addressed in this thesis is how to create a

model, capable of being mounted on a computer, which can

represent how particular public policy decisions are arrived
at. The specific exampre considered for application purposes

is the L987 canadian white paper on Defence. The procedure

followed is to create an architecture, utilizing recent

developments in cognitive scj-ence, to model the decision-
making processes invol-ved ín the 1"997 canadian !ühite paper.

The result of this modelling'exercise is the demonstration

that the model is consistent with the findings of cognitive
science and research into neurar networks. The conclusion is
that the model is coherent and that decision-making pro-

cesses, Ij-ke those involved in the l9B7-hlhite paper, can be

simulated usi-ng the architecture of this model.
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CHAPTER 1. - THE CANADTAN ]-987 DEFENCE WHTTE PAPER

TNTRODUCTTON

This thesis l¡i1I formul-ate a model which can be useful in
understanding how particular Canadian public policy decisions

are arrived at. This thesis will address, in particular, the

policy decisions which were embedded in the Canadian I7BV

lthite Paper on Defence. Utilizing recent developments in the

disciplines of cognitive science and artificial- intelligence,
this thesis will explore the re.lationships between the

cognitive processes of the individual and public poticy
decision-making, arguing that public policy decisions are best

understood by model-ling the decision-making process according

to the numerous constraints, including environmental factors,
which irnpinge on the decision-rnaking process

A number of prernises lie behind this thesis. One of them

is that the human decision-making process is inherently
rrrationalrr according to most accepted def initions of
rationality. Although it is beyond the scope of this thesis to
resolve definitively the issue of human rationality versus

irrationality, it should be noted that a good case has been

made in the literature of cognitive psychology for taking a

position in favour of rational human mental processes.



Margaret Boden, for example, has observed that roulette
players who fa1l victirn to the Monte Carlo fallacy, i.e.

believe (wrongly) that a preceding run of blacks increases the

probability of the next outcome's being red, are still acting

rationally. In trying to win a fortune by playing red, their
behaviour is still rational in the sense that it is determined

by the semantic content of their beliefs and desires.r This

approach to rationality is a more general perspective than

those of some such as Manzer, for example, who takes the

position that to choose rationally is to select courses of

action and means f or their attainrnent that maxirnize the

probability of achieving certain ends at least cost.2

Another prernise is that environmental factors, i. e.

technology, existing social or political institutions, the

economic environment, etc., are best treated as constraints in

the analysis of decision-making processes rather than as

driving forces for decisions.

It is also assumed that there is some validity to recent

developments in the fields of cognitive theory and artificial
intelligence, particularly in the fietd of neural computers,

and that these applications have significance for the

understanding of political decision-rnaking processes.

I Boden, M. À. Conputèr llodels of
Approaches in TheoretÍcaL PsychoTogy.
University Press, 1988, L7L.

2 Brooks, S. PubTic Policy ín Canada: An
McClelland and Stewart fnc., 1989, 65.

lfÍnd: Computational
Cambridge: Cambridge

Introduction, Toronto:



The thesis will provide a three-dimensional model which

can be used to represent decision-making processes. This model

will be used to illustrate various aspects of the decision-

making process ernploying an analysis of the 1-987 Ílhite Paper

as a case study. The application of the three-dimensional

rnodel is utilized, not only to make explicit the

organizational and logical structure of the decision-rnaking

process, but also to provide a map of the decision-rnaking

constraints.

Throughout this thesis it will be argued that the value

of this particular approach is that it perrnits the application

of much that has been l-earned in a number of disciplines to
the understanding of human political behaviour. This model, if
successful in representing the actual human decision-rnaking

process, Dây be useful in diagnosing the reasons for policy

decisions and thereby may be valuable in determining

appropriate responses. The model may also facil-itate the

application of neural network or other computer technology to

the analysis of foreign policy and other decision-naking

situations.

The Decision Process

There is much to be gained from looking at decisions from

the point of view of what constraints must be met in a



decisj-on-making process, rather than approaching the question

from the positive perspect.ive of what ends are to be achieved

by a decision. This thesis takes the position that phenomena

such as trsatisf icingtr behaviour occur because thäre are

usually a number of constraints to be taken into account in
any decision-making process, and that these constraints affect
the actions of the decision-maker and the degree to which the

decision-maker's qoals are achieved.

A simple example would be in a troop of monkeys going

after food, such as coconuts. Using the proposed model, one

would say that the monkeys would be using rrresourcêstt, (i.e.
theÍr time and energy), to achieve a goal or maximize a value,

(i.e. getting coconuts), using the avail-able cJ-imbing

technology, (i.e. their feet and tails), which, ât the same

time, represents a technical constraint. There are also
rrenvironmentalrr constraints which are comprised of the

situation under which the monkeys evolve their strategy.
There would have to be, for instance, coconuts within reach,

and no leopards around; the time of day would have to be

right, etc.

Another kind of constraint which might be identified is
a rrresourcerr constraint. Closely tied to rrtechnicalrl

constraints, this would involve, for example, whether or not

there are enough monkeys to enploy the strategy of weighing

down the tree trunk until the coconuts come within reach.

In the case of a troop of monkeys, there may be a group



decision to go after the coconuts. This decision may be

dependent on who is dominant v¡ithÍn the troop, the relative

status of each monkey having input into the decision, and what

each is allowed. to contribute to the troop decision. These

relationships can be seen as rrstructuralrr constraints.

The application of'the model can be depicted graphically

using Figure 1.:

lroop lead.er

Structural_
Constraint

Goa].

C onstrairìt

Constrai Environnental,/
Strategic Con!traint

Figure 1. The Coconut Problem. A food-procurement decision
process among: a troop of monkeys can be illustrated using a
three-dimensional matrix. The decision-making process as a
whole is encompassed within the larger cube, while the
individual participants are represented by the smaller cubes.
The vertical columns depict the cognitive interactions of the
participants.

Several aspects of the above model should be noted.

First, the individual members of the troop are depicted in

terms of their position within the decision-making process.



The representatj-on of the troop leader is rnodified to suit the

depiction of the connections with the other members. of the

troop. Their inputs to the troop leader's decision are

represented by vertical columns. Vertical columns also

represent the constraints as perceived by the participants in
the process. There is a ubiquitous use of vertical columns,

because what is important are the perceptions and mental

processes of the actors. It can be argued that, with respect

to the human braÍn, cognitive inputs need to be differentiated
only once they are perceived. Thus, so far as the diagram is
concerned, the categorization of the various constraints is
merely an anal-ytical convenience. fn terms of processing the

inforrnation, however, it is the logical structures in which

the constraints are embedded which are critical.
Although human decision processes may be more elaborate

than the monkey example, one can examine human decisions in a

similar fashion and even use the same categories for the

constraints in the decision-rnaking process. This thesis uses

the Canadian governmentts L987 lühite Paper on Defence as an

example of an explicit decision-naking process. This is partty
because the White Paper puts forth a series of policy

decisions, with an accompanying rationale. As will be

demonstrated, this rationale is fairly eLaborate and

specifies, in effect, many of the constraints that were

considered in the decision-making process. For convenience,

these constraints are categorized in a fashion similar to that



in the foregoing example, i.e. in terms of goal/value,

environmental/strategic, technicar, resource and structural
constraints.

one objection which night be raised at the outset,
however, is whether there really is a tdecision process, in
connection with the L987 l.rhite paper on Defence to be

modelled. At first grance, it seems difficult or impossibre to
fit. decision processes to any structure. Às Rear Admiral s.

Mathwin Davis commented with respect to the decision processes

which resulted in Canada acquiring conventional submarines in
the l-970s:

...the decision process...rrmoves in a mysterious wâyr,
and . . . it is not always easy to determine, from the
record, that there was a systernatic process of reaching
the best possible decision.3

At least in the case of rnajor canadian procurement decisions,
the process is remarked to be somewhat rerratic, not always

discernible, subject to marked (and perhaps unexpected)

changes of direction, and certainly not arways guided by what

are considered to be rnilitary necessities.ra As wirr be noted

in the following discussion of the L9g7 vthite paper, factors

3 Davis, Rear Admiral s. Mathwin (cF Ret'd). rt Has Al1
Happened Before: The RCN, Nuclear Propulsion and Submarines - l_959-68. In Canadian Defence euarterTy, Aug. LgB7, 40.

4 Ibid. 40. Lieutenant-Genera1 D. Huddleston, who v/as the
Associate Àssistant Deputy Minister for Policy in the Defence
Department, and participated in the drafting of the tggT whitePaper, during an interview, also questioned the existence of arrprocess" with respect to decisions like those in the lVhite paper.



other than military effectiveness are considered in defence

decisions.

The Duties of Defence Officials and Politicians

ft has been pointed out by Douglas Bland that defence

policy is influenced by social, economic and political

factors.s It night be suggested that, to some degree, the

actors in the poJ-icy formulation process have different roles

to play. In a democratic society, defence policy decision-

making is a political responsibility. Whiler oD the one hand,

there is a tendency àmong the military to over-ride political

and bureaucratic needs for compromise, . it is important, as

B1and indicates, that the nilitary do not accept compromises

and risks to the national defence.6 The military would not be

fulfilling their role in the defence policy process if they

did so. ft is for the Cabinet to make the compromises and

decide to take the risks, if necessary. ft is important,

however, that the decisions taken by the Cabinet are based

upon adequate inforrnation. It is the responsibility of the

rnilitary and the bureaucracy to provide that information. As

Bland states, rfmanaging the f low of inforrnation and developing

5 Bland, LCoI
Policy Process. In

6 rbid., 30.

D. L. The Armed Forces Council and
Canadian Defence Quarterly, Winter

the Defence
t987, 27.

I



policy positions...is at the heart of the policy process.rrT

Thus, one would assume that the recommended decision-
making structure v¡ou1d be something like the one in Figure 2.,
with the final decisions emanating from the politicians, with

the military personnel and bureaucrats making their policy
recommendations and providing information to the political

decision-makers .

lol.icy Recomnendations,/
Infornation

Figure z. The Basic Decision-Making Structure. The
defence policy decision-making structure is provided
The rnilitary/bureaucratic advisors provide
reconmendations to the political decision-makers, from
policy decisions emanate

Political_ fÐecision- JÌiakers )

Tlli1itary/ I
Bureaucratic IÀdvj-sors 

I

I'l

IL

basic
here.
their

whom

7 Loc. cít.



Goals of the 1987 White Paper

Like the L97L White Paper on Defence, the t987 White

Paper v/as a document produced by the government to make

explicit the assumptions underlying government policy and to
set the direction of government defence policy for the

future.E In doing this, âs R. B. Byers suggests, the Lg87

White Paper had to satisfy several audiences. Because support

for defence expenditures in Canada is generally rfsoftrr and

rrfrag:nentedrr, the Vthite Paper had to convince the general

public of the correctness of its defence policy.e

At the same tirne, particularly during the Cold lrlar, it
had to demonstrate the governmentts future intentions and its
resolve in following that course to both Canada's alIies and

her potential- adversaries. The production of a I{hite Paper is
therefore a complex and politically sensitive exercise. Byers

identifies three main requirements that any Defence l,ihite

Paper must fulfil-: (1) outline security and defence policy;

(2) serve as a general gui-dance and planning document for the

Defence Department and the Canadian Forces,' and (3) educate

and inform the public.ro

8 ChaTTenge and Commitment: A Defence PoTicy for Canada,
National Defence, June L987, !.

e Byers, R. B. The J.g87 Defence Vühite Paper: An Analysis,
Autumn 1,987 , Canadian Defence Quarterly, 11-.

l_0

ro Loc. cít.



The Impact of the 1971- White Paper and the Perceived Change in

the Strategic Situation

The production of a White Paper is not norrnally without

consequences for Canada's defence policy. In the case of the

L971- I.Ihite Paper, for example, whi-ch followed a review of

foreign and defence policy conducted in L968-69, the

conseguence htas major reductions in the Canadian Forces.lr

Canada's single aircraft carrier, the IIl4cS Bonaventure, v/as

sold in Lg7O, the Canadian Forces in Europe h¡ere reduced by

one-half; and the regul-ar strength of the Canadian Forces was

cut by l-7, 000. there was al-so a reduction in the portion of

federal expenditures and Canadian GDP devoted to defence. From

L967-68 to L971--72 the share of the federal budget spent on

defence fell- frorn approximately 1-8 per cent to 13 per cent.

The percentage of Canadian cDP allocated to defence dropped

from 2 . 5 per cent to 2 per cent. 12

The decisions resulting in these cutbacks arose from a

fundamentally different view of the world and set of

priorities from those that underlay the 1-987 I^fhite Paper. In

the vj-ew of the Canadian government, as Brian Mulroney stated

in the preface to the 1987 VÍhite Paper, there r¡as a perceived

change in the worl-d situation since the previous review of

rI ChaTTenge and Commítment: A Defence Policy for Canada,
National Defence, June J,987, L.

12 Loc. cit.

LL



Canadian defence policy.13

If one $/ere to depict a changed strategic viewpoint
pictorialÌy, in the context of the defence policy decj-sion-

naking framework, especially when the perception of the

environment changes from one of rninimal threat to highly
threatening, then something like the matrix in Figure 3. would

be the result. It will be dealt with in more detail later.

1971 lihlte ?aper i?ith Iion-Ih¡eatenlnÃ
EnvlrorcentaL Coisirai¡t 198? Ì¡¡1te FaFer with H16h lhreat

EnvlroEentaL Constraint

Varlous Ievel.s

inÐciel- Const¡ai¡t

terul- Àffeirs
¡"il:te rJlStrateíj.c 

--*_

¿rn3aJ5ts

Figrure 3. The Changed Strategic Perspective. In L97L, the
strategic environment v/as not viewed as particularly
threatening by the current government. In L987, there v¡as a
commonly-held view of malevolent Soviet intentions, by both
the Defence Minister and the rnilitary advisors.

The emphasis here is on perception rather than reality,
however one defines that. Although technically both l{hite
Papers were released during the CoId War, there r^/ere some

fundamental differences in the outlooks or Weltanschauungen of

13 Loc. cit.

L2



the political decision-makers responsibre for each of the

White Papers. Given these dj-fferences, the strategic
environment was indeed a different place in tggT from what it
lrras in 197L, and is displayed in the diagram as such.

POLTCY DECISTONS

The major policy decisions in the t-987 Vühite paper, as R.

B- Byers points out, can be cl-assified into three general

categories. rn this classification, Byers identifies the
policy priorities according to the following military
clusters: (1) maritime forces i Q) surveillance and control
capabilities; and (3) the Reserve Forces.14 one might arso add

a fourth: the consoridation of European conmitments, since the
L987 white Paper itsel-f gives the following summary of the
policy prioriti-es:

we will create a modern navy capabre of operating in the
Atlantic, the Pacific and the Arctic. lrle wi1Ì bolster our
capacity for surveillance and defence of canadian
territory. we will revitarize and enlarge the Reserves so
that they can assume a greater role in the defence of
Canada. I,re will- consolidate our land and air commitments
in Europe on the central front, thereby providing a more
credibre and sustainable contribution to colrective
security.15

la Byers, R. B. op. cit., L6.
15 charlenge and commitment: A Defence policy for canada,

National Defence, June t9B7 , 89.

13



ff one wanted to produce a diagram to

these decision clusters together, one would

like the diagram in Figure 4.:

This diagram concentrates

process, rather than the

decisions. For sirnplicity,

constraints are omitted.

illustrate all of
produce something

on the outputs of the policy

mechanism for generating the

the details of the various

Figure n " The Four Decision CÌusters. There r{rere four groups
of decisions emanating from DND and therefore from the
government, as expressed in the 1987 l,Ihite Paper: the 3-ocean
navy; the priority on territorial surveillance and
sovereignty; the integration of the Reserves into Regular
Force activities; and the concentration of Canadian rnilitary
resources in Central Europe, âs opposed to dispersing them
through rrpenny-packaging" .

GOAL CONSTRATNTS

Objectives and Policy Principles

Àny decision is generally intended to achieve one or more

t4



objectives. These objectives may take a number of forms. In
some cases, they may be positive, i.e. altering the status quo

towards achieving some more desirable state. Decision

objectives may also take the form of avoiding or minimizing

the effects of some negative influences, i.e. hindering the

movement towards an undesirable state. Às is apparent,

questions of what can be considered a desirable or undesirable

state are extremely subjective. In fact, underlying al-I

statements of objectives are values. It is the commonality of

these values within a cornmunity which usually enables a
consensus on objectives to be achieved. It is because

objectives can be agreed upon that decisions can be made which

are acceptable to a group or conmunity. In some cases, it is
possibJ-e to make statements about how specific decisions

should be frarned, based on agreed-upon values and objectives.

These statements are what is comrnonly referred to as rrpolicyrr.

Va1ues, objectives and policies have the effect of

constraining what decisions are made. Although they are

influenced by the environment, these values, objectives and

policies operate somewhat internally and independently within
the mind of the decision-maker. ft appears that within the

logical process, the achievement or satisfactj-on of this set

of constraints is vital for any decision to be made. If one

removes val-ues or objectives, then one makes decisions

irnpossible.

In the L987 White Paper, this particular set of

15



constraints Ì,'ras made quite explicit. Arnong the varues or goals

to be achieved through Canadian defence policy v¡ere:

1. the maintenance of strategic deterrence;
2. a credible conventional defence;
3. the protection of Canadian sovereignty;
4. the peaceful settlement of international disputes; and
5. effective arms control.16

Àt another point in the L9B7 üIhite paper, the principles
underlying Canadian defence policy are listed as:

1. defence and collective security;
2. arms control and disarmament; and
3. the peaceful resolutíon of disputes.lT

However formurated, all of these goals or objectives are based

on another more fundamental set of values and perceptions

whÍch, it can be argued, !'/ere held by the decision-makers

responsible for the 1987 White Paper.

Goal Constraints and the fssue of Sovereiontv in the 1q71

White Paper

Canada,s defence policy also was

in the governmentts policy goals

Reflecting Canadian public opinion to

af,fected by the change

from L97I to ]-987.

some extent, the L97t

16

t7

rbíd. 4e.

rbid., 3"

16



White Paper emphasised the need to protect Canadian

sovereiqnty and focused on Canada's part in the defence of the

North Àmerican continent.ls This represented a diminished

concern with conventional forces in light of the dominance of

nuclear weapons, as well as a lessened commitment to defending

Western Europe because of its increased ability to defend

itself. Also noted in the t97I White Paper was the loosening

of the bipolar international system and a lessening of the

scope for useful and effective peacekeeping activities.le

In the 1-971- White Paper, Canada's national aims were

defined in the following !'ray:

(1) that Canada will continue secure as an independent
political entity;

(2) that Canada and all Canadians will enjoy enlarging
prosperj-ty in the widest possible sense; and

(3) that all Canadians will see in the life they have
and the contribution they make to humanity
sornething worthwhj-1e preservJ-ng in identity and
purpose.20

These goal constraints were seen as framing government policy
decisíons, which ü/ere in turn viewed as maximizing the

following set of objectives:

18 Rossignol, M.
Parliament, Research
Feb. l-988 , t7-1-2.

le l,Iacdona1d, D.
Canada, L97L, 1-3.

20 tbicl " t.

Canadian Defence Policy, Ottawa: Library of
Branch, Political and Social Affairs Division,

S. hlhite Paper on Defence. Ottawa: Inf orrnation

L7



(L
(2
(3
(4

Also acknowledged in the t9B7 l{hite
non-military or strategic Aoals which were

to foster economic growth,
to safeguard sovereignty and independence,
to work for peace and security,
to promote social justice,

(5) to enhance the quality of l_ife, and
(6) to ensure a harmonious natural environment.2l

Given this set of national objectives and the premise

that government policy should seek to maximize these values,

it appeared to make sense to have defence policy also framed

in these terms. Thus, the first concern of defence policy, as

expressed in the l-971- white Paper, was seen to be the national
aim of ensuring that canada should continue secure as an

independent political entity. This was viewed as a pre-

condition to the achievement of the other goals. Thus arose

the importance of mai-ntaining sovereignty and independence.22

The concern expressed in the L9g7 White paper with
protecting canada's sovereignty within her territorial limits,
particularly in the Arctic, thus goes back at least as far as

the L97l v'Ihite Paper on Def ence, and can be traced to the
persistence of a set of value or goal constraints.

Non-Military Goar constraints in the 1987 white paper

Paper were certain
also constraints in

Loc. Cít.

Loc. Cit.

1-8



the decision-making process. rt was pointed out that defence

programs make a significant contribution to overcoming

regional economic disparities.z Defence dollars can serve the

dual purpose of strengthening local and regional economies and

satisfying defence requirements. Among the economic benefits

of defence spending was cited the fact that the S12 billion

spent on defence in l-985-86 generated $1.6 billion in taxes

and created approxirnately 294,000 jobs, 1-78,000 in the private

sector.2a

If one wanted to ill-ustrate simultaneously the various
rrgoalrf constraints operative in the defence policy decision-

making process, one would thus include the non-military

objective of regional economic development, as in Figure 5.:

Á È+ù¡at'eéFe Deterrence
B Conventlonal- Ðefence
C Canad.ian SovereiSnty
D Seitlerent oi Ðis.:utes
E ÄxEs Contro].
I Econornic Ðevelo^oneni

Figure 5. The Six Goal Constraints. According to the L987
White Paper, there rr¡ere 5 major values or objectives which the
giovernment sought to maximize in formulating defence policy.
These are represented by vertical col-umns. A sixth unl-isted
objective $tas regional economic development.

23 ChaTTenge and commitment: A Defence Polícy for Canada.
National Defence, June L987, 85.

24 rbíd", 83.

-Ti¡al- Decision-
llaker( s )

t_9



These rrgoalrr constraints are linked in various $rays, some of

them having in conmon certain underlying valu,es and

principles, such as the avoidance of war and maintenance of

peace.

In seeking to maximize the stated objectives, some

compromises vrere recognized in the L987 !\thite Paper as being

necessary because of numerous other constraints on the

government. As will be discussed in more detail later, the

technical constraint of equipment obsolescence vr/as seen as

forcing the government into making some critical decisions

with respect to how the given goal constraints could continue

to be met. fn the vi-ew of Èhe drafters of the ]-987 White

Paper, there were only three approaches r+¡hich appeared to be

open to the government. They $rere:

(1-) increase significantly the resources devoted to
defence so that, over a period of 10 to 15 years,
the Canadian Forces would become capable of meeting
current commitments;

(2) reduce commitments to the point where those
remaining could be carried out by existing forces,
within existing resources; or

(3) seek some cornbination of these two alternatives.ã

option which the government chose was the third one. Thus,

government declared that it would:

(1) alter some commitments to bring them more into line
with resources;

(2) improve the effectiveness with which the remaining

The

the

ú rbid., 47.

20



(3)

commitments are carried

increase spending in a
the defence effort
challenges of the 1990s

ouÈ; and

determined fashi-on .to make
more responsive to the
and beyond.2ó

Às subsequent events made evident, the third of the policy
directions which the government proposed to follovr !i/as highly
constrained by the resources available and could only be

partially irnplemented.

The increase in defence prograrn funding ráras to take place

in the context of the implementation of a new funding program

which would make up for what was termed rrdecades of neglectrr.2T

The conseguences of not expanding funding, but rather reducing

defence commitments to fit existing 1evels of resources, v/ere

seen by the government as being extremely negative, both for
the arrned forces and for the locar economies where military
bases v/ere currently located.

Loc. Cit.

Loc. Cit.

)ß

n
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CHAPTER 2. - THE CONTEXT OF DEFENCE POLTCY DECTSTON-MAKTNG

ENVIRONMENTAL/ STRÀTEGIC CONSTRATNTS

The Impl-ementation of the 1987 White paper

The political environment within which the formulation of
the white Paper takes place has a powerful influence on

decisions which are taken. These decisions ínclude not only

what is to be recommended in the lrlhite Paper, but also whether

what the government says it is going to do is actuarry done.

Following the release of the t9g7 White paper, R. B. Byers

raised the issue in the publication, canadian Defence

QuarterTy, as to how far the White paper v/as likely to be

implemented.l Às Byers pointed out, there $rere political,
econornic and military-strategic factors which courd affect
those decisions. rn his view, there were three inter-related
sets of factors whích affected the prospects for
implementation: (1-) the response within DND; (Z) political
considerations; and (3) the economic irnplications for defence

resources.

Among the political concerns r.ras the prospect of a

general election and the probability of a minority
conservative government. rn this scenario, it appeared

I Byers, R.
Canadían Ðefence

B. The L987
QuarterLy.

Defence White Paper: An Analysis. In
Autumn L987, 18.

22



possible that the government would have to nodify its defence

policy, particularly with respect to the proposed nuclear

submarine f1eet. Both the Liberals and New Democrats had

expressed opposítion to this proposal.2 rn the event of an

election, it could also be expected that, during the el-ection

campaign, the more controversial aspects of the 3-987 White

Paper could come under scrutiny and would affect the decisions

any subsequent government would take regarding implementation

of the policies. Some orgianizations, such as Operation

Dismantle, the Canadian Centre for Arms Control and

Disarmament, and the Voice of Women had taken stands opposing

certain aspects of the 1987 White Paper.3

There were thus envj-ronmental constraints which 1ay

outside of the logic of the L987 White Paper itself which

ultirnately affected its implementability and which had some

long-term effects that had to be considered when forrnulatj-ng

the V[hite Paper. Because these factors nere largely beyond the

control of the government and T¡/ere difficult to foresee, there

was relatively little that could be done about them within the

context of the L987 White Paper.

2 rbid., 20.

3 Àccording to some reports, there v¡as even opposition to some
aspects of the 1-987 White Paper from within Cabinet, including from
the Minister of External- Affairs, Joe C1ark. See: Manthorpe,
Jonathan. Military's Spirits Buoyed by Big, Fat lr7ish List. Ln The
Edmonton JournaT, June 6, L987, 2.
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Strateqic fssues and the Policv Process

Because of issues such as the implernentability of the

White Paper and the pressures regarding the creation of
regional employment opportunities, it is easy to see how a

government, in the formulation of defence policy, can stray
from meetíng the goals which defence policy is theoreticarty
meant to address. confusion can also arise between ends and

means, i.e. between how programs are to be put in place and

what they are intended to achieve. In Bl-and/s opinion, the

focus on programs, and rrthe misapprehension that the program

is the problem, rf has submerged the central concern of the

defence policy process. This central concern, he argues,

should be trstrategic issuesrr.a

V{ithin the White Paper itself, however, heavy emphasis is
placed on the strategic context. It is R. B. Byerrs percepÈion

that the section dealing with the t'military threatil is
strongly influenced by information contained in ?he I"Ii7ítary
BaTance, âD annual publication of the International Institute
for strategic studies (rrss). The data from the rrss are

generally respected as reliable and objective.5

In theory, if not always in practicer âs Byers

acknowredges, the formuration and irnprementation of security

4 Bland, D. L. The Armed
Process. In Canadian Defence

5 Byers, R. B. op. Cit.

Forces Council and the Defence policy
Quarterly, Winter L987, 29.

12.
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and defence policy should be prinarily determined by strategic

constraints.6 Because policy decisions are influenced by

factors other than the strictly rnilitary-strategic, but also

by the domestic pol-itical environment surrounding the

decision-makers, this thesis chooses to treat both rnilitary-
strategic and dornestic political constraints as aspects of
Ienvironmentalrt constraints.

Soviet Aims and Views

The 1987 White Paper reiterates in a number of places its
assumptions concerning the strategic environment. This

constraint was formulated in terms of a Soviet leadership

perceiving the world as being divided into two antagonistic
camps.T The Soviet . Union was seen as rran ideological,
political and economic adversary whose explicit long-term aimrl

was rrto mould the world in its o!'¡n image. rr8 This would

encompass rrthe dissolution of NATO, the neutralization of non-

communist Europe and the weakening of the Ï{est as a whoÌe.rte

The Soviet leadership was seen as having demonstrated in the

6 tbid., 11.

7 ChaTTenge and Commitment: A Defence PoLicy for Canada,
National Defence, June L987, L5.

I rbid., 5.

e rbid., L5
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past its willingness to use force, both at home and abroad, to
achieve politicar objectives. The white paper acknowredged

that the soviet leaders $rere ahrare of the dangers of overt
military aggression against NATO. Nevertheless, the soviet
union was perceived as continuing to seek to transrate
nilitary power into political gain.r0

The L987 l,ihite Paper speculated that the Soviet obsession

with security may have been somewhat understandabr-e, given

Russian history, but pointed out that the result of this for
other nations $/as to make them feer decidedry insecure.ll
Despite this atmosphere of insecurity, h/ar with the soviet
union r/as not seen as inevitable, and mutually beneficial
arrangements urere viewed as worth pursuing.

The Canadian View of the Vtorl-d

In dealing

Paper made some

view the world.

are inclined

with environmental constraints, the l_987 White

general-izations about how Canadj_ans tend to
Accordíng to the t9B7 White paper, Canadians

to approach international relations

l0 rbíd. I l_5.

rbíd., 5.11
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optirnistically, and assume the best from other nations.12 One

might remark that the previous White Paper, released in L97L,

hras cons j-stent with this, displaying a typical Canadian

optimisn concerning international peace and security.13

The world situation in 1987, so argued the more recent

lühite Paper, did not justify this optinisrn, but rather, called

for a more sober approach to international relations and the

needs of security policy. The posJ-tion was that:
the world is not always as benign or predictable as v¡e
would wish, that the spectre, if not the reality, of
violence is ever-present and that those who do not look
to their o$/n military forces can become the victims of
others.la

This view of the world runs counter to the Canad.ian tendency

to believe that Canada would not have to resort to force of
arms to resolve problems, even though Canadians generally

accept the necessity of some kind of defence effort.ls
The 1987 I,Ihite Paper suggested that Canadians generally

do not feel nilitarily threatened and have difficulty
imagining another country as an enemy. The approach of the

1-987 White Paper, however, was that a threat from the Soviet

Union did exist and that this threat encompassed Canada. No

other threats, unique to canadian security, b/ere envisioned.

rbid. , 89.

rbìd., 2.

rbid., 89.

rbid. , 89.

t2

13

l5
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The 1987 l,lhite Paper put forth the premise that, to dear with
the soviet threat, canada could not rely on its ovrn resources

alone. ló

Arms Control

The optirnisrn underlying the a97r l^rhite paper lras

criticised Ín the 1,997 white paper particularry within the
framework of what had happened in the areas of détente and

arms control-. Developrnents in the late 1970s and early l_9g0s

t/ere taken to indicate that the early promises of détente had

been exaqgierated.rT Negotiation was not seen as having been as

useful a tool as once thought in resolving differences between

East and l{est. Although force had not been used in dearings

between East and west, the threat of its use had arways

remained in the background, and there had been tittle movemen¡'

towards lessening the likelihood of its use; rn the rest of
the worl-d, âS well as within the communist Broc, a bias
towards the use of force to achieve political objectives vras

seen as being quite persistent.

Although the L9g7 l{hite paper acknowredged the greater
diffusion of po$rer foreseen in the earlier white paper,

Tbid., 3.

rbid., 2.
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particurarly in Europe and the Far East, it insisted that its
extent was not so great as had been anticipated. The East-l.lest
confrontation stilr remained a criticar aspect of the n¡orld

strategic situation.
Progress in arms control had not met the expectations of

some of the more optimistic, with the Mutuar and Baranced

Force Reductions (MBFR) talks, already envisioned in Lg7j.,

having made rittle progress by r-987.r8 Diagramnaticarly, if one

wanted to compare some of the strategic paradigms in the l_9BZ

white Paper with those in the rgTL version, one would define
some of the environmental/strategic constraints somewhat

differentfy. rn simplified form, the diagrams wourd be as in
Figure 6.:

I9?I gbl.tô rrper
DeclaloDs to Reduce
ÂEed 

'orcesÆ¡pendl'tues iÍååå'i3i" llzÊHåäT*u,

Optl¡tstlc
Vl€r of- OptlDlstlc

VleF of
.¡æ CoDtroLDetete

Figure 6..-The Changed Environmental Constraínts. The irnpactsof the optirnistic views of détente and arms control prevãIent
in L97L are contrasted with the outcome of the peèsirnistic
views of these processes prevalent in 1997.
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There \.Iere a number of trends current in the world of the

early 1980s that led the government to take a pessimistic view

of arms control. These factors contributed to the governmentts

proposing the augmentation of the canadian armed forces and

defence expenditures, in contrast to the cuts that took place

as a result of the t97t White paper.

TECHNÏCAL CONSTRAINTS

Comparison with 1-971-

As mentioned before, this thesis treats as technical
constraints those factors which physically lirnit the degree to
which certain objectives can be attained. The 1987 white paper

went into some detail- as to how there had been an increase

since the l-971- White Paper in the technical constraints on the
g:overnment's attempts to meet its defence commitments. This

increase in technical constraints v/as largely aÈtributed to
the decisions resulting from the 1971- white paperr ês welr as

to the previous governmentrs disinclination to devote

resources to those projects which hrere proposed in the LgTr

T{hite Paper.

According to the l-987 White paper, the equipment used by

the canadian forces had deteriorated due to underfunding,

purchases having been deferred or spread over a longer period

30



of tine.te Equipment was often replaced on a less than one-for-
one basis, and modernization programs v¡ere reduced, even when

this ran counter to military logic.
In detailing the negative effects of the underfundíng of

rnilitary reguirernents, the L9B7 White paper enumerated

deficiencies in each of the branches of the armed forces. rn

the navy in 1987, for example, a1I of the major vessels were

in commission or under construction in Lg7L, the newest ship

already being 14 years old and the oldest being 31. À

reduction had taken place from 43 major warships and 10

minesweepers in 1-963 to 26 warships and no minesweepers.20

In the air force, only 2 significantly ner4r aircraft
systems, the CF-18 fighter and the Cp-140 Aurora long-range

patrol aircraft, had been acquired since 197L. As with naval

vessers, fewer aircraft lrere procured than those they

replaced. Thus, the air force had, in t987, approximately 75

per cent of the aircraft, fixed wing and helicopter, that it
had in Lg7L.21 The White Paper described sirnii-ar reductions in
equiprnent ÌeveIs due to funding cuts for the army as welL.

rbíd., 44.

Loc. Cit.
Loc. Cit.

19
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Equipment Shortcomings

The result of funding restrictj_ons and consequent

equipment shortagies was, according to the 1987 White paper, an

increased inability to achieve policy objectives. Thus, the

maritime forces vrere seen as having too few operationat

vessels for the ¡nissions assigned to them. rn particurar, the

navy had a very lirnited capacity to operate in the Arctic and

no capability to keep canadian waterways and harbours crear of
mines.22 rn the case of the land forces, equipment shortages

vtere described as severe. The number of combat-ready soldiers
l{as seen as too smaII, with the nilitia being too i]_I-equipped

and trained and not numerous enough to make up the difference.
A serious shortage of air transport vras viewed as

preventing the air force from being able to move troops and

equipment to Burope and sustain them there in times of tension

or hostilities. The L987 !.lhite Paper described the air force
as having too few maritime patrol aircraft. There nere also

seen to be shortages of modern armaments for the cF-l-g

fighters. Any cF-l-8 aircraft lost in peacetime would lack
replacement.23

22 charlenge
National Defence,

x zbÍd. 43.

and
June

Commítment: A Defence PoTicy for Canada.
1987 , 43.
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The Non-Nuclear Option

All of the manpov/er and equipment shortcomings detaired

above can be seen as constraining the armed forces, ability to
meet certain defence policy commitments. The range of
decisions which the government could take to amelíorate these

technicar constraints was further linited by the technical
requirement that the canadian government not acquire nuclear

vreapons. As the 1987 l¡Ihite Paper states:
Canada does not have nucLear r,t¡eapons. We have no
intention of acquiring thern. To deter a nuclear attack on
Canada, wê rely on the nuclear forces of our a11ies.24

This meant that whatever the arguments rnight have been in
favour of the technical efficiency and effectiveness of
nucrear warheads on antj--aircraft and anti-ship missiles or

torpedoes, this option was not exercisabre because of canadars

maintenance of the principle of abstention from the possession

of nuclear hreapons.

In summary, then, the major groups of technical
constraints on the canadian rnilitary can be pictured as in
Figure 7.:

u rbid., L7.
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Figure 7" The Groups of rechnicar constraints. Thetechnicar constraints are pictured as being the imrnediate
concern of the nilitary advisors. Their assessments and
reconmendations are passed on to the political decision
makers.

The above constraints restricted in terrns of physical capacity
the degree to which canadian policy objectives could be met,

and therefore increased pressure to make decisions to change

certain policy commitments. As the diagram shows, technical
constraints v¡ere primarily of concern to ¡nilitary advisors v¡ho

had to indicate.to the poriticar decision-makers a range of
technically-feasible policy options

RESOURCE CONSTRAINTS

The extent and nature of
largely dependent on resources.

technical constraint,s are

The l-987 White Paper pointed
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out, for exarnple, that, in effect, some of the technical
constraints on canadian military policy had been eliminated
through increased expenditures to purchase equipment.ã some of
this nev¡ equiprnent included new frigates ald row-rever air
defence batteries. The !987 white paper maintained, hor^rever,

that the recent equiprnent acquisitions were inadequate to make

up for the rrbow \,r/averr of deferred equipment acquisition buirt
up since the 1960s.

Among the statistics which the l9B7 l,Ihite paper used to
demonstrate the resource constraints which equipment

acquisition had been under, was the fact that the percentag:e

of the defence budget spent on capital projecÈs had decrined

from more than 20 per cent in L962-63 to about 9 per cent in
1-972-73. Thereafter, there had been a reversal of this trend
until, by 1982-83, capital projects once again took up at
least 20 per cent of the defence budget. rn NATO countries,
however, oD average, in l-985, approximately 25 per cent of
defence budgets was spent on equipment acquisition.2ó

rbid., 45.

rbid., 43.
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Chanqes in Defence Conmitments

one of the more serious consequences of a rack of
resources devoted to equipnent acquisition is that nilitary
commitments can not be met. Among the alternative courses of
action defined in the L7BT l^rhite paper was the reduction of
commitnents to the. point, where those remaining could be

carried out by existing forces within existing resources. This
would have rneant massive cuts in nilitary co¡nmitments, which

wourd, in turn, have had significant results for canada's

relations with the u.s. and the l,testern European alries.n rn
other words, there wouLd have been environmental constraints
on any Canadian decision to cut defence commitments. The 1987

white Paper argued that a reduction of defence commitments

sufficient to close the gap between commitments and

capabilities would resul-t in canadars not meeting her NATO

responsibilities and would threaten the cohesion of the
a11iance.28

rf canada were to have gone in the other direction and

honour a1r of her defence conmitrnents, canadars defence effort
wourd have had to increase substantially. The LïBT white paper

maintained that defence expenditures would have had to rise so

rbid., 47.

rbid., 47.
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much in real terms as to be beyond Canada's abj-lity to pay.2e

Thus, meeting Canada,s current defence commitments uras seen as

being clearly i-mpossible, gi-ven resource constraints; some re-
negotiation of defence arrangements would be necessary.

Nevertheless, the Lg87 l.ihite Paper argued, defence commitments

are more easily negotiated if a willingness to make the

required effort to contribute to the alliance is seen to be

there. Thusr âs in F5-gurê 8., the decision whether to shrink
commitments to match existing defence expenditures or to
increase expenditures to match commitments was subject to both

environmental and resource constraints.

?."9i:lg"."g rncreese ìesou¡cesÀr_l_ocated to Ðefence and.'reneêotj.ate Some CoEeihents

Resource
Constrai¡lt

Ðnvi¡ofloenta]. Constrai¡t¡. ç.. ri¿.tf_g-r¡.ce CoheSion

i.e.. Ca¡adars
.é,bility to pay

Figrure 8. Changes in Defence Commitments. This diagram
illustrates the two main constraints involved in the decision
to increase the resources allocated to defence, while at the
same time renegotiating some commitments.
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The government decided to resolve this dil-emma by doing a bit
of both: (1) modify defence commitments to bring them int.o

line with canada's resource capabilities; and (2) increase

canadats defence expenditures to ensure that commitments, once

made, would be met.

Future Larqe Defence Exr¡enditures

The irnportance of the resource constraint was explicitry
acknowledged in the t9B7 white paper, and certain budgetary

impacts Ìârere defined. rn the carculations used in the LggT

llhite Paper, the government would have been comrnitted to a

base rate of annual rear growth in the defence budget of 2 per

cent per year after infration. This wourd have been carried
over the l-5 year planning period.30 rn addition to these

increases, other allocations v¡ere anticipated to meet the

needs of major projects, and their peak requirements.

Presumably, among these heavy users of defence resources

would have been the nuclear submarine project. As R. B. Byers

points out, the ssN freet proposal attracted much criticisrn
and this, together with the planned future 1evel of defence

30 rbid. , 67 .
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spending, created substantiar opposition to the proposals of
the L987 white Paper.3r The l.Ihite paper v/as not understating

the situation when it acknowledged that the proposed

progranmes would be expensive and would pose a significant
challenge to the current and future governments.32

The L987 White Paper further acknowledged that it is
difficult for democratic governments, in peaceti-me, to find
the resources necessary for defence. This v/as attributed to
the pressures to provide economic and social progranmes to
improve the quality of life of the society. By contrast,
expenditures on defence seem to be an tunnaturar use of
national- resourceg. rt33

Thus, one can depict decisions to arlocate resources to
defence as subject to certain environmental constraints, i.e.
the pressures in the body politic to devote resources to
economic and social programs. These environmental constraints
would be pictured as in Figure 9.

31 Byers, R. B. op. cit., 20.

32 ChaTTenge and Commitment:
National Defence, June L987, 67.

A Defence PoTicy for Canada,

33 Loc. cít.
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Figure 9. The social programs constraint. This diagramíllustrates the pressures on Cabinet to devote more resourcesto economic and social programmes, as opposed to defence. Theorganizations making these represeñtations are grouped
together for convenience.

Pressures to all-ocate more resources to social progranmes

would most likely be exerted through various moul_ders of
pubric opinion, such as the rnedia, the academic estabrishment,
the trade unions and sociar action groups, âs v¡elr as through
the political estabrishment itserf. The strength of these
environmental constraints would also be manifested in Cabinet
where the decisions are made and where some members will tend
to give priority to economic and social programs.

Loncr Range planninq

Because technical constraints are heavily tied to
resource constraints, it is necessary, when providing

Orgaaizations
ilak-i¡g Rec oromend.a ti onsre priori_ty of
iJc ono¡lic/Soc iaI
l,roêra&s
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resources to alleviate technical constraints, to arrange the

allocation of resources in such a way as to facilitate the

meeting of technical requirements. Às the A987 Vthite paper

pointed out, defence planning is long term, and most major

projects take at least 10 years to produce results.s
Therefore, the Defence Department announced the introduction
of a S-year funding plan within a L5-year pì-anning framework.

This would effectively have brought the supply of resources

into line with the requirements of defence technology. To

prevent resources from becoming a negative constraint on

technical program requirements, âr annual Cabinet review was

to take place each autumn to establish firn budgets for the

following 5-year period and planning guidance for the

remaining 10 years.35

ft was anticipated that through such measures as the new

funding plan and the planni-ng frarnework, the government would

have been able to ensure the implementation of its brueprint
for defence policy up until the end of the century. Setting in
place a mechanism whereby technical goals could be real-ized

was meant to ensure that equipment decisions would respond to,
rather than lead policy. Poricy would thus have led resource

allocation, which, in turn, ruourd have conditioned technicar
constraints, i.e. equipment, raÈher than equipment or

rbid. 67.

rbid. 67.
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technical constraints determining policy options. rn terms of
Figure 10., it wourd mean that technicaÌ constraints, although
they would have to be considered, would not be criticar in
policy decisions. They would, of course, be of concern to
milÍtary and other technicaL advisors, and these people would

provide their input to the cabinet decision-rnaking process;

the technical constraints, however, would not be of primary

concern to the political decision-makers. In other words,

there would be adequate technical resources to do the job.

olicy Decision

Budgetary -{idvj-ce
liiJ-itary ridv sou¡ce Constraint

lech¡ica1
Const¡ain

i¡ina¡ce

lüliter
¿dvisorË Foreign loticy Goaluonstraints

#:i::T;i:aì,/sbe t e si c

Figure 10. The Effect of Long-Range pl-anning. Cabinet
decision-makers would set policy through a combination of
military advice, eoming from Defence Department advisors,
together with budgetary advice coming from Finance and
Treasury Board, and foreign policy advice coming from External
Affairs and other entities. Long-range planning with adequate
assured resources would remove the technical constraint from
the Cabinet's consideration.

At the same tirne, given the irnproved funding picture for
defence, the resource constraint woul-d not be of primary

concern to the political decision-makers either. The
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Department of Finance, Treasury Board and other budgetary

authorities would be concerned with the financial resources

required for various decision options, and would provide

advice in the decision-making process as weII. But the

resources v¡ou1d be there, according to the scheme envisioned

in the 7987 White Paper, and the political decision-makers

could concern themselves wÍth what is properly their domain:

the environmental or strategic constraints, as well as

Canada's foreign policy goal constraints.

The Proportion of the Federal Budget Going to Defence

Where the political in-fighting gets particularly fierce
at the Cabinet leve1 is in resolving which department gets

what share of the federal budget. The L987 I,Thite paper noted

that many of the problems concerning the shortcomings of the

Canadian armed forces had to do with the level of funding for
defence over the previous 25 years. Other concerns took

priority over defence, so that there v/as a long-term trend

towards spending smaller percentages of the federal budget and

Canadats GDP on defence.3ó fn some of those years, Canadars

defence expenditures feI] in dollar terms, and sometimes even

in rrrealrr terms, i.e. not keeping up with inflation.

36 rbid. , 43 .
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For canada to impLement the kind of poricy advocated in
the 1987 white Paper, the share of the federal budget devoted

to defence would have had to be increased, and. irnplicitly the
shares accounted for by each of the other departments

correspondingry decreased. As perrin Beatty acknowledged in
canadian Derence euarterry, the defence program envisioned

inplied heavy cost,s, and these costs wourd have had to be

sustained beyond the year z,ooo.37 The planners at DND wourd

have had to work with a basic budget that woul-d increase by z

per cent per annum in real terms.

The diagram below illustrates the Cabinet-level- decision-
making that must have occurred to have produced an agreement

to release a Irlhite paper which would have resulted. in such a

shift of resources. I Cabfret Declslo¡

Prl¡e lreasuy tsoa¡d
Fresident

l¿1¡lstet
Exte¡¡aL ¿ffe ter of I¡dustry

lil¡lster for
SocÍa1 .?roÊrame

á.dvice froD
Eürs Folltt
ÁdvI6ors

.{,dvice frotr ti:Ð

Figure 11. The cabinet structural constraint. The cabinet
decision-making process on defence issues is depicted,
including some of the key players. rnputs are also rãceived
from outside of cabinet, including the DND bureaucracy itserf,the Prime Minister's office, and other prime l¡iñisterialpolitical advisors.

37 Beatty, P. A Defence Policy for Canada. fn Canadian Defence
Quarterly, June 1987, a2.
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one would thus dj-agram the decision-making process within
cabinet by identifying the various players and the constraints
they Ì¡/ere operating under. Many of these constraints have

already been mentioned in this thesis, such as budgetary and

external/strategic constraints. Also considered to be

constraints would be the poritical goals of cabinet and the
advice received from the other entities in the decision-making
process.

rn this thesis, 'cabinet, is treated as the final
decision-making body. Traditionally in canada the prime

Minister has more decision-rnaking influence in cabinet than
the other ministers. Different deci_sions would invorve a

different constellation of players within cabi_net, and.

different constraj-nts and different inputs from out.side of
cabinet. space does not allow for the definition of all of
the relationships within cabinet for all of the decisions
involved in the I7BT White paper.

The consequences of rnadequate Defence Expenditures

There are, of course, issues rerating to defence which

are of concern to the cabinet, other than how one divides up

the federal budget between the departments. Also of
inportance, particurarry to the prime Minister and the
Department of External Affairs, is whether canadars defence
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effort is adequate to meet Canada's international cornmitments.

The l-987 l{hite Paper served warning that if deferred equipment

acguisition !,rere to continue unabated, then rrrust outr, oF

rrthe unplanned and pervasive deterioration in the niritary
capabilities of the canadian forces, rr would become a major

probIern.38 The tg87 white Paper argued that onry by increasing
the amount of resources devoted to defence courd canadars

defence commitments continue to be met.3e

Failing to meet her international commitments would then

entail major problems for canada's prime Minister and the

Department of Externar Affairs. Thus, there was a certain
community of interest in setting and resourcing defence

commitrnents in cabinet in a way which is mutually acceptable.

STRUCTUR.AL CONSTRATNTS

The way in which the various actors participate in the

decision-uraking process can be considered a structural
constraint. I{ithin cabinet, for example, there is a structural
constraint in the degree to which the prime Minister
dominates, or does not dornínate the decision-making process.

38 chaTTenge and commitment: A Defence poLicy tor canada,
National Defence, June L987, 45.

3e rbid. , 47 .
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The relationship between the various actors in the process has

an effect on how decisions are made.

It is more difficult to represent structuraÌ constraints
in the proposed model using vertical columnsr than Ís the case

with the other constraints. One can represent advj_ce,

decisions or recolTtmendations passing from one actor to another

using verticaÌ columns, but the organizational
juxtapositioning of the actors appears to be most effectively
rendered in 3-dimensional spatial terms using blocks or cubes.

As l,¡eI1 as the representation of departmental or

organizational groupings, and the actors within Cabinet, it is
also possible to represent the structural constraints within
the Defence Department itself using the model. An essential
el"ement of the Defence Departmentts organization has been the

three servj-ces. In the post-war years, as the l9g7 White paper

pointed out, the services became increasingly integrated, and

in L964 the responsibility for command and control of the

armed forces was assigned to the newly-created position of the

Chief of Defence Staff.a0 The structure of the Defence

Department changed further with the Canadían Forces

Reorganization.Act in L967, which unified the services into a

single Canadian Armed Forces. There stilI remained, however,

the distÍnct service elements with their inter-service
rivalries. one might even argue that these rÍvalries became

40 rbíd. , 69 .
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exaggerated in order to maintain the distinctiveness of the
element group identities.

As welÌ, there remained the split between the military
and civirians in the department. rn L972, the canadian Forces

rnilitary headguarters and the departmental headquarters were

combined as the resuÌt of a Management Review Group

recommendation. It r¡/as felt that the nehr structure enabled

military officers and civirian officials to provide advice to
ministers more effectively.4t

Another structure within the Defence Department which

facilitates the flow of advice to the Minister from the
military side is the Armed Forces council. rt is through this
body that the commanders of the individual commands and senior
staff officers develop and provÍde poricy advice to the chief
of Defence Staff.

The chief of Defence staff, on the military side, and the
Deputy Minister and his/her advisorsr oD the civilian side,
then provide reconmendations on policy to the Minister through

the Defence Management committee (DMc). Douglas Bland

describes the DMC at the tine of the white paper as being of
much the same composition as the earlier chiefs of staff
committee (cosc), but with some changes in leadership and

agenda.a2

Loc. eit.
Bland, D. L. Op. Cit., 28.
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The Defence Management Committee is jointly chaired by

the Deputy Minister (DM) and Chief of Defence Staff (CDS), and

is comprised of the Vice-Chief of the Defence Staff (VCDS),

the senior staff officers of NDHQ, and (since 1981) the three

service commanders (i.e. of Maritime Command, Forces Mobile

Command and Àir Command). The previous Chiefs of Staff
Committee contained officials from outside DND. The current

Defence Management Committee,s focus, however, is on internal
prog'ram management, and therefore only DND officials attend

meetings.a3

It appears that the recommendations for the t987 !{hite
Paper emerged through the interaction of the membershíp of the

DMC and the Minister, and then vrere further refined or fought

out in the Cabinet environment. The structure of the process,

in general terms, would be represented by Figure 1,2.2

olicj: .:ecoEcndüii gng

Defenc€ 5i3fi

?CtS sld
qôri^. ìai'ij

CÍíic úrs
(Li.litary a.d

Civilis)

Figiure L2. The DND Decision-Making Structure. The Defence
Management Committee (DMC), including the Deputy Minister and
the Chief of Defence Staff, is treated as the main advisor to
the Cabinet on defence matters. Po1icy recommendations are
pictured as moving from the DMC to Cabinet, from whence the
fínaI White Paper decisions have to emanate.

a3 Loc. cit.
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The above diagram concentrates on the structural constraints
and does not j-nclude the other types of constraints discussed

in this thesis. Because of the complexity of any decision-
making processr âhy diagram attenpting to simurt,aneously

represent all constraínts t^¡ould quickly become too cluttered
to decipher.

rt shourd be noted that the revel of complexity of the
defence policy decision-making process can, in general, be

efficiently handled through computerization. As is emphasised

in this thesis, one of the advantages of the proposed

theoretical- architecture is that it is amenable to computer

application. Neural networks, because they are designed along

the Ii-nes of cognitive processes, may be particularly suited
to this application.
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CHAPTER 3. COMPUTER METAPHORS AND APPLTCATIONS

THREE DTMENSÏONAL REPRESENTATTON

The purpose of this part of the thesis is to demonstrate

how the proposed model is consistent with recent developments

in cognitive science, including neural network computers and

the findings of cognitive psychology. The model involves a

pictorial representation of the reÌationships and interactions
between the prinary entities in a decision-making processr âs

well as of the cognitíve processes within the mind of the

individual decision-maker. This is achj-eved through both

micro- and macro-representations as in Figure l-3. :

Figure 13. Macro- and Micro-Models. The macro-model on the
left dispJ-ays the decision-making process as a whole,
concentrating on the depiction of the decision-rnaking
entities. The nicro-model on the right illustrates how each
of the entit.ies goes about rnaking a decision or
reconmendation, including how each of the constraints is dealt
with.

The mental processes of the individual entities are tied
together into a three-dimensional matrix using the constraints

which they share. These constraints are the common perceptual
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inputs to mental processing. They can be defined or
categorized in a number of ways. This thesis, for the purposes

of reviewing the t987 canadian white paper on Defence,

classifies them as goaI, environrnental/strategic, technical
and resource constraints. The relationship between the
entities in the decision-making process can also be considered

to be a constraint as weII, because it is a major determinant

of the outcome of the decision-making process.

In the model, the constraints in the macro- and micro-

models, except for structure, are represented by vertical
columns transpiercing the various organizational entities or
participants. The decisions or reconmendations coming from

each entity are arso represented by vertical corumns. This is
the case for both the macro- and micro- representations of the
model.

There is some difference in the representation of
processes within each box. The macro-modeI i-s concerned with
representing the decision-making process from an

organizationar point of view and with defining the

relationships between each of the entities in the process and

what they have in common; it arso illustrates where the inputs
come from and where the outputs go to.

The micro-model is concerned with the mental processing

itself. rt is somewhat difficuLt to ascertain precisely how

neurons exchange information and produce a coherent output.

one hypothesis about how this occurs involves a form of
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pattern-matching which will be discussed later in connection

with Itschematarr. The model at this point, however, can proceed

far enough to represent how the process, whatever the sub-
processes are, can be structured to produce a logically
predictable output. To some extent, reverse engineering is
appried in the modelr âs well as heuristics and. other
principles which are being utirized in cognitive science.

The micro-model displays internar mental processes by

using parallel horizonal layers, each containing some pattern
of nodes. These nodes are connected i_n various h¡ays to one

another using many of the vertical columns that appear in the
macro-model. The output from the individual mental processes

is also represented by a verticar corumn emanating from the
top layer. Às a general- protocol, inputs occur at the bottom

of a matrix, and outputs emergfe at the top.
one of the more prominent aspects of the proposed model

is that it represents a decision-making structure in three
dimensions. At the same time, it is suggested that the model

is amenable to computer application. There are certain
advantages to a three-dimensional representation of a

computerized model. rn the example of semNet, ârr exploratory
research project to advance the understanding of problems

facing developers and users of large knowledge bases, directed
graphs in three-dimensional space are utilized.r semNet

I Fairchil-d,
Three Dimensional

K. M., Poltrock, S. E.
Graphic Representations

and Furnes, G. W. SemNet:
of Logic Knowledge Bases.
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depicts knowledge bases graphically because knowledge bases

represent information about symbolic entities, and graphics

are seen as an effective way to communicate relationships
among objects. such a presentation exploits the skills that
peopre already have developed for recognizing visual patterns

and moving in three-dinensional space.

As with the proposed moder applied to the decision-making

processes involved in the l9B7 Vthite paper, SemNet, in
representing a knowledge base as a graphic network,

concentrates on the organization or structure of a knowredge

base.2 Arso like the proposed 3-D rnodel, sernNet is concerned

with providing a more understandable representation than is
possibre in two dimensions. one of the obstacles to
comprehending the organization of a knowledge base is the
large number of arc crossings in conventional representations
of any large knowledge base. rn a frat two-dinensional

disptay, the multiple intersections irnpede the eyers efforts
to trace interconnections. rn the case of knowledge bases,

crossing points rnay be visually confused with nodes.3 rn the

case of the proposed model, the rtconstraintsil act as

connections between entities in the decision-making process.

In Guindon, R. Cognítive Science and lts
Computer Intetaction, Hillsdale, N. J. :
1988 | 2O2.

2 rbid., zo7.
3 Loc. cit.

Applications for Human and
Lawrence Erlbaum Âssoc.,



The limitations of the two-dimensional approach wil-r be

evident later in the conventional two-dimensional

representation of neural network processing.

As with the depiction of knowledge bases in semNet, the
proposed decision-making model is highly amenabLe to a spatial
representation in which the involved entities are mapped to
positions in three-dimensional space. This arrows for a more

effectíve hierarchical representation of the entities involved

in the decision-making process.

THE MACRO-MODEL

Another respect in which the proposed model mirrors
recent developrnents in cognitive scj-ence is in the emphasis on

the structural rel-ationships between the entities involved in
the systen being analyzed. During the past decade, there has

emerged an off-shoot of specialists in artificial intelligence
research ca1led rrconnectioniststr. A ilconnectionistr is someone

who is rrinterested in systems that are made up of many sirnple,

interacting computers.rr4 Many of these peopre consider their
field unique enough to be considered a science of its own.s

a Aleksander, r. and Burnett, p., Thinking Machines: The searchror ArtifícíaL rnteTTigence. New york: elfred .A,. Knopf , lggT , !g7.
s crevier, D. Ar: The Tumurtuous HÍstory of the search forArtíficiaT Intelligence, New york: Basic Books, lgg3, 2LS.
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The connectionists represent a line of research, which

was almost abandoned in the late l-960s, into emulating how the
brain functions electronically. A theoretical construct called
the rrperceptronrt had earlier been devised because the orthodox

computer did not seem capable, to the minds of some

researchers, of matching the performance of the brain. The

brain is made up of mirrions of interconnected celrs which,

somehow through their interactions, generate an intelrigence
superior to that of commercial computers. For reasons which

will be discussed later, the tperceptront, âs it was first
conceived, proved inadequate and research along rtnon-orthodoxrl

lines was almost abandoned.

John Hopfield of the university of california at san

Diego was one of those who continued to look for a

mathematical explanation for the workings of the frneural netsrl

in the brain. rt r^ras largery because of his efforts in the
earl-y l-980s that interest began to revive in the cornputational

properties of neural networks. This gave rise to the movement

known as the rrnelt¡ connectionismrr.ó

ïn 1986, a group of adherents to Hopfieldrs approach

published a group of papers in a book, pararrer Distributed
Processing: ExpTorations in the Iticrostructure of cognitíon,
which came to be considered to be the trBible of

P.
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connectionistsrr.T This book was such a success that many of
the members of the PDP group made significant advances in
their academic careers. Terrence sejnowski moved from Johns

Hopkins to his ol¡¡n laboratory at the salk rnstitute in La

Jolra, california. James Mccrelland and Geoffrey Hinton taught

briefry at carnegie-Mel1on, Hinton eventually moving on to the

University of Toronto.s

.A,s is evident, there are some rrconnectionistrr aspects to
human organizations, if one draws a paralrel between the
thought processes of individuars acting together as a group

entity and a network of computers linked together. This, to
some extenÈ, is what the macro-version of the proposed model

represents. There are further paraIIeIs in the way in which

the model is organized.

The rrconnection machinert, as described by rgor Àleksander

and Piers Burnett, consists of a sort of ilwarehouserl

containing a mass of processors and a program controller.e The

program controller sets up the appropriate pattern of
interconnectíons between processors and provides each

processor with a program that enables it to perform its
allotted role.

7 Crevier, D. Op. cit. | 2LS.

8 Jubak, J. rn the rmage of the Braín: Breaking the Barrier
Between the Human Mind and InteTTigent líachines. Toronto: Litt1e,
Brown and Co., t992, 49.

e Alexander, I. and Burnett, p. op. C.it. zo3.
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As with hurnan decision-rnaking processes occurring within
the context of an organization, the reLationship between the
entities involved and the roÌe of each of the entities within
the process in a connection machine are subject to change. rn
most human decísion-rnaking situations, the individuar or body

at the top of the hierarchy with the most formal or informal
power plays the role of the rrcontroller' and assigns the role
that each of the individuar entities within the decision-
naking process will play. At the same tirne, the rrcontrollerrl

is influenced by its environment. In the rrconnection machinerr,

the controller reacts to the instructions defining the task,
as well as to the potential and linitations of the processors

to be formed into a network. The tcontrollert continuarly
reacts to and adjusts the network to achieve the desired

result according to feedback from the system. The connection

machine is diagrammed as in Figure 14.:r0

Figrure L4. The connectj-on Machine. This diagram, adapted
from r. Aleksander and P. Burnett,, illustrates the fundanentar
elements of the connection machine concept.
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Neural
York:

As mentioned, the mass of processors pictured above is
arranged by the controller into a network appropriate to the
demands of the processing task. ThÍs is intended to nimic the
way in which the brain organizes its neurons into a structure
to perform a given task. As has been pointed out in connection

with neurar networks, the most irnportant property of
unpredictable systems, such as those invol-ved in thought
processes, is rrthe ability to change spontaneously their
structural- behaviour as a result of parametrical periodic
excitations.¡rrr rD the context of a decision-making process, a

rrparametrical- periodic excitation' would be the requirement

that a certain decision be made, given a particular set of
constraints. As well as resembling what the brain does, the
rrconnection machinert is remarkably similar to the macro

version of the proposed decision-rnaking model.

Thus far, the main value of the rtconnection machiner is
seen to l-ie in studying brain-like connectionist networks,

since it allows such systems to be simulated more readily than

with a conventional computer.12 I.¡hile neural networks attempt

to simulate the rrhigherrr mental functíons, it is inpossible to
ignore the way in which the rest of the brain operates and the
irnpact that it has on human consciousness and the way in which

Barhen , J. , Zak, M. and
Dynamics. In Eckmiller, R.

Elsevier Science Publishing

Aleksander, I. and Burnett

Toomarian, N. Non-Lipschitzian
Advanced Neural Computers, New
Co. Inc. , L99O , l-l_O .

P., Op. Cit., 2O2.
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$re process information.13

It is possible to see the proposed model as largeJ-y

structured along the lines of the brain, some of the

constraints in the model emerging from the rrfo\á¡errr levels of

the structure in much the same vray as our rrprimitiverr impulses

emerge from the lower pärts of the brain" Thus, utilizing the

micro-modeI, one would mirror these particular constraints in

the following way against the brain:
:il5her irder (À'ostrsci)
Goe]' Corstrair¡ts

-:¿ri€tu1 !o'Do
- 9c¡1su ilon
- ælyùicül tìrl¡kixÉ,
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13 Maloney, c. and Moc À.
Winnipeg Ftee Press, Nov. L5,

ra crevier, D. op. cit.,
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D., Forgotten, but Not Gone. In fhe
1993, 83.

306.
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Figure 15. The Structure of the Brain. The micro-model
presented in this thesis is structured to mirror, to some
degree, what is known about the structure of the brain and
neural processing.

As Figure 1-5. illustrates, the kernel of the brain is the
rrreticular formationrr or braÍnstem. This is about the size of

a lemon and grov/s out of the upper end of the spinal chord;

this is the brain of our reptilian ancestors.ra some see the

rrreticular formationrr as being rrprogrammedrr genetically to



stake out a terrJ-tory and attack prey or enemies. One night
argue that the presence of such a structure in our mentar

equipment exprains so-ca1Ied rrprimitivett tendencies in our

cognitive processes. some of our val-ue or goal constraints,
for example, ray originate in the brain stem. This would

explain the dominance of such considerations as maximizing

breeding opportunities or the control- of territory. one might

argue as well that a tendency towards violence as a solution
to problems is a trtechnicar constraintrr which $/e have

inherited from more prinitive lÍfe forms.

We also carry the legacy of our mammalian ancestors, the
rtl,imbic systemrr or rrmidbrainrr, which is wrapped around the

reptilian brain. This area presumabry developed among our

warrn-blooded ancestors approxinately l-00 million years ago to
enable them to care for their young. The linbic system gives

us most of our emotions; its progranming often contradicts the

reptilian brain and gives rise to our internar conflicts.15 The

rrcerebral cortexrf , composed of the frontal, parietal,
occipitar and temporal lobes, contaj-ns our higher reasoning

functions and forms the outer layers of the brain. It
communicates with the inner parts of the brain through nerve

fibres, which coordinate its action with theirs. The next

section of this thesis will deal with how this communication

takes place.

rs Loc. cit.
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THE MICRO-MODEL

Differences between Neurar Nets and conventional computers

rt should not be forgotten that for many of the pioneers

in cornputer research, the aim was to understand how the human

mind works. To some degree, the physical computer was a by-
product of this effort: a means, rather than the end. I.rhen

Norbert l,Ieiner published his work cybernetícs in 1947, for
example, he proposed a nev/ science devoted to the study of
information or 'tcontrolrr mechanisms in both men and machines.16

The emergence of the rrneh¡ connectionistst has resulted from

some researchers following the reasoning that if computers are

to behave like brains, they have to l-ook more Like brains than

conventional computers do.r?

rt is not onry the structure of conventional computers

that has been thrown into question. Their processing mechanism

is also being reviewed. Rather than viewing the thinking
process in terms of symbols, the new connectionists argue that
the focus shourd be on neuron-like connections. Thus, although

neurar nets are still within the rearm of artificial
interligence, i.e. rrthe science of making machines do things
that woul-d require intelligence if done by people, rf in not

16 Aleksander, I. and Burnett, p. op.
17 Understanding Computers : Artificial

Virginia: Time-Life Books, LgB7, l-Og.

cit., 32.

lnteTligence, Richmond,
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relying on the manipul-ation of symbols they deviate from the
fundamental paradign of conventional artificial intelJ-igence. r8

Itrntellig:encerr in connectionist systems is not entirely
the product of progranming. Rather, it derÍves at least in
part from the way in which the erements are interconnected.le

This approach can be defined as a tnon-Euclidean* geometrical

approach, versus the Euclidean/cartesian approach of the early
von Neumann computers. Figure 16. irl-ustrates the various
aspects of the evol_ution of computers:

ZY.á' X*

J*
I

gclp.w-T'
¡¡¡¡ldfp

As the diagram shows, there are two sides to accomprishing

neurocomputing: (1) the theoretical side, i.e. brain theory;

Crevier, D.

Aleksander,

op. cit., 2!s.

I. and Burnett, P
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and (2) the technological side, which involves parallel
processing.20

ïn pararrel processing, severar instructions can be

handled simultaneously by rnultipre central processing units.
Thus, four or five instructions can be executed in the time
that one instruction is executed using normar serial
computers.2l one type of parallel processing used by current
supercomputers is array processing. This allor¿s thern to
perform the same operation on a list of values. This means,

for exampre, that instead of adding two lists of numbers

together one paír at a time to arrive at a third list, one

array processi-ng instruction would cause all pairs on the two

lists to be summed at the same time.

Generally speaking, massive paraller systems rely on

thousands of processors instead of just a few.22 Massively
parallel architectures gain speed by ganging together rarge
nurnbers of microprocessors, which put logic, memory and

communicat.ions mechanisms onto one chip. one massively
parallel design which has become emblernatic of the massively

20 Pellionisz, À. J., peterson, B. W. and Tomko, D. L.Vestibular Head-Eye Coordination: A Geometrical sensori-Motor
Neurocomputer Paradigm. In Eckrniller, R. .ãdvanced Neura¡ Computers.
New York: Elsevier science publishing co. rnc., Lggo, 63.

2r McKeown, p. G. Living with computers, 2nd ed. New york:
Harcourt, Brace, Jovanovich, l_9gg , 6LL

22 Corcoran, E. Calculating Reality. fn ScíentifÍc Anerican,January, L991_, l_05.
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parallel wave is Hi11is' connection Machine.æ Hillis and

other advocates of parallelism argue that many problems are

naturally paraIlel, but that they have sirnply not been

expressed that way in the past.2a

On the theoretical side, it has been established that
some kind of mathematical representation is necessary to model

the braints activity, but there is still some uncertainty as

to exactly what it should be. rn the ¡nicro-version of the
proposed ¡node1, the specific computational process is
represented as being somewhat of a rrblack boxr. For purposes

of convenience, a binary logic tree is used to represent

reasoning processes in the proposed rnodel. This can take the

form of a rrschemarr or pattern.

fn neurocomputers, the massively paral1el neural
processors are built around arrays, i.e. vectors and

matrices.ã The utilization of such an approach leads to the

representation of these t'n-tupletstt in a mathematical space

using non-eucridean geornetry. As Figure 16. illustrates, while
von Neumann paraller computers utilize cartesian geometry,

which is a sright variation from Euclidean geometry, non-von

Neumann neurocomputers are being designed using aLternate

approaches, some of which include metrical, fractal and

x rbid., Lol.
u rbid., 1oB.

ã PeÌlionisz, A. J. et a7. op. cit. 63.
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and chaotic geometries.2ó Although neural computers atternpt

mj,rnic the way in which neurons exchange information, this
not to say that the rnathematics used in neurocomputers

necessarily the same as actually used in the brain.

The Visual System

There is a strong bias in this thesis towards visually-
intelligible representations in three dimensions, as werr as

expranations of processes which are based on our visual
system. Ä,s christoph von der Malsburg points out, it seems

that the basis for our mentar processes is the architecture
developed for visual perception. He identifies the data

elements in our visual system with the neurons in our brain.2z

There are sti1l some uncertaj-nties, hov/ever, about the
mechanics of the visual system. rt is not precisely known, for
example, where the decision j-s made as to which object in a

visuar field should be the primary focus of attention.
clinical- research has suggested that parts of the parietal

26 Loc. cít. John von Neumann introduced the concept of thestored program in the EDvAc computer. An earrier cornputer, the
ENrAc, had to be rewired for each job. (McKeown, p. G. iíving withcomputers. 2nd ed., New york: Harcourt, Brace, Jovanovich, Lgggl38).

to

is
is

27 von der Malsburg, c. Considerations
Architecture. In Eckmiller, R. Op. Cit., 3oB.
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lobe play a vital role in making this decision.2E

The decision process involves the control of the movement

of the eyes during the visuar scanning process. hihen reading,
looking at a painting or steering a car, the eyes engage in
short, jerky movernents called tsaccadesr to input information
to the visuar system. The question is how or why the eyes move

in a particular fashion to conduct this input.
rt has been suggested that the mental process which was

deveÌoped to perform this inputr âs werl as the rayout of
neurons to process this input, is the basis for alr or most of
our cognitive functions. rt seems thaÈ evolution took

advantage of the retina's particular layout early in the
development of vertebrates.2e Eventualry it became rocked into
place by building our cognitive systems around its
architecture.

some researchers see the visual system itself as being

the key erement in the way in which our brain works. rt
constitutes more than one-third of our brain, for exampre.30 rt
is noteworthy that our intelligence seems to be rerated to
things that can be formulated as scenes, whÍch are largery
visual. rt can be argued that language onry makes sense by

28 Ritter, H., Martinetz, T. and Schu1ten, K. Neural
computation and seTr-organízing Maps: An rntroductìon, Reading,
Mass.: Addison-WesÌey Publishing Co., Lggz, L44.

2e crevier, D. op. cit., 307.
30 von der Malsburg, C. Op. Cit., 3o3.
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continuous reference to visual imaginations. Many cognitive
theorists have argued that cognitive maps are stored in the

form of imag:es, although Michael Eysenck, for example, admits

that the evidence for the accuracy of this hypothesis is
inconclusive.3r

Jan Droesler places the question of cognitive images

within the larger context of how scientists formurate the-
ories. He suggests that researchers strive to produce images

of subsets of the world based on reproducibte data. These

irnages do not have to be visual, but rather can be formul-ated

in a ranguage suitabre for syntactic control. one of these

ranguages is often mathematics.32 Droesler suggests that these

images form a flexible sequence in which a new image replaces

an older one if it is less complicated or if it describes more

data.

when someone looks at another person, a series of neuron

stimulations occurs in a random pattern in the brain. rt has

been observed that, if one looks at the same person repeated-

Iy, the same neurons are stirnulated and the pattern is
amprified. This concept particularly has the advantage of
being in accordance with what has been noted about human aes-

3r Eysenck, M. Vt. A Handbook of Cognitíve psychology. London:
Lawrence Erlbaum Assoc. , L984, 323.

32 Droesrer, J. Quantitative psyehology. Goettingen: Hogrefe &
Huber Publishers, 1989, 33.
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thetics and our perceptions of physicar attractiveness.33

Another well-known application of irnage-processing theory is
in Konrad Lorenz's ideas concerning rimprintingrr, whereby some

animars, ât an earry âge, identify their mother through a

specific set of stirnuli.s
Thus, there is a body of opinion that sees our mentaL

processes as ultimately rooted in an apparatus designed for
processing visuar information. one night then further
hypothesise how the contingencies of visualry tracking a

moving object could result in a process for creating engrams

being developed which courd have other applications.
Neurological linkages used for processing visual stinuli rnay

have eventually come to be adapted for other stimuli, includ-
ing progressively: sound, music, language, and urtirnately more

abstract stimul-i such as mathematical processing. Therefore,
understanding vision may mean understanding how the brain
works, and eventually the tt*irl¿r.3s

33 Gentry, c. Hey,
6, 1990.

Good Looking. In Winnípeg Free press, Jan.

s Dobzhansky, T. I'Iankind EvoTving: The Evolution ol the ?Iumanspecíes, Nevr Haven, conn.: yale university press, !962, 62.
35 von der Ma1sburg, C. Op. Cit. 303.
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Schemata and Frarnes

As stated, there is a strong bias in cognitive science

towards linking the patterns r¡hich are used in the visual
system to interpret objects and their movement and the
structures used in cognitive processes. one of the terms used

to describe these patterns is ,schemar. rmmanuer Kant first
used the word rrschemart in his critíque ol pure Reason,

published in t'787.36 since then, it has been used in various
ways in philosophy and psychology. rn 1,932, Frederick
Bartlett, a British psychologist, used rrschematat in his
studies on memory to describe how h¡e recall the essential
elements of a story.37 one rnight use a fairy tare as a schema,

for example: trValiant prince frees princess from bewitchment. rl

rt can be argued that we remember a given story as the
superposition of its schema and the particular traits that
made it stand out.

Jean Piaget, a Swiss psychologist, used the concept, of
Itschemarr in his theory of mental deveropment. The concept was

also used by the German philosopher and psychorogist Max

wertheimer in the Gestart theory of perception. rts
vagueness, however, prevented experimentar psychologists from

36

Reclam,
Kant, r. Kritik der reinen vernunft. stuttgart: phirrip
L966, 2L6-22L.

Crevier, Ð. op. cit. 245.
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making concrete use of it.38

Fina1ly, the schema concept found an application when

Marvin Minsky introduced schemata into the field of artificial
intelligence in his paper published in 1975 t A Framework for
Representing Knowledge. Minsky used the term I'framesrr rather
than rrschematarr to provide a new perspective. Minskyts frame

has the appearance of an income tax form, its most noticeable

feature being a set of slots to fill in. Sorne of these slots
would normally be empty, while others would contain default
vaLues corresponding to usual or necessary characteristics of
a concept.3e

The Gesta-Zt Approach

Another of the theoretical approaches which have been

developed for defining how the brain interprets perceptual

stimuli is the t.GestaTttt , or rrformr! approach, which focuses on

cognitive structure.a0 There is a long history of using the

concept, of rrformrr or ttãestaTtrr to explain what underlies our

perceptions. Idealistic philosophers such as p1ato, Kant and

38 Lbid. 246. See also: piaget, J. BioTogy and Knowledge.
Chicago: University of Chicago Press. t97L, 3-13.

3e Loc. cit.
40 Furth, H. G. Píaget and Knowledge: Theoretícal Foundations,

2nd ed., Chicago: Universíty of Chicago Press, lgBL, 73.
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Hegel interpreted the conmon elements or base concepts of our

cognitive processes as being reflective of the external
structure of some ultinate reality. Today's cognitive psychol-

ogists, by contrast, treat such structures as being aspects of
how the brain interprets stinuti.

Àccording to Hans Furth, rrthe Gestalt is a totality
inherent in the perceptually given data to which the organism

responds.rrar rrTotalityrr, in this sense, can be interpreted to
mean rrstructurerr. These perceptual Gestalten are not learned,,

but are, rather, already extent or preformed in the human

brain.

Dyadic Reasoning: The Binarv Logic Tree

It could be that the model, proposed by Kleinmuntz and

Kleinmuntz, which emerges when one ttthinks aloudrr about

diagnostic searching, is as good a representation as any of
how the brain works. This model involves a variant of the game

of 20 Questions, which has proven amenable to the systematic

study of a number of decision-rnaking variables.a2 The end

product, of the diagnostic neurology game can be displayed as

ar Loc. cit.
a2 Kleinmuntz, B. and Kleinmuntz, D. N. Multivariate Diagnostic

Information Processing By Cornputer. In Hirschberg, N. and
Humphreys, L. G., eds. Iûultivariate Applications ín the Social
Sciences. Hillsdale, N. J.: Lawrence Erlbaum Àssoc. , tgBZ, 247.
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a tree structure"

Figure L7. À Binary Logic Chain. The diagram illustrates a
variant of such a logic chain, the pluses and minuses indi-
cating positive and negative responses, respectively. At the
end of the chain, a decision (D1) is taken. The rtSrl
indicates an option chosen, while a rrTrr indicates the choice
of a rrTruerr over a rrFalserr response.

One can see how just about any kind of chain of logic can be

expressed in this fashion. It is possible that the patterns

in the braints laminae, or schemata, are structured something

like this.a3

I,lhether or not the schemata or Gestalten conform to the

above diagram is not critical- to the model proposed. As will
be seen, ho$/ever, the pattern proposed by Kleinnuntz and

Kleinmuntz is amazingly convenient as a working structure when

tied in with the other aspects of human cognitive processes.

One can, for example, apply Festingerrs observations

concerning cognitive dissonance using this model. In fact, one

43 rbÍd. , 248.
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can even speculate hor,.r it was that Festinger, whose specialty
was visual perception, would arrive at a concept such as

cognitive dissonance. Às discussed, it is quite likely that
the schemata for visual perception are the antecedents for the

schemata that !¡e use for our logical processes. By focusing on

visual perception in his research, Festinger developed a

schema or system of schemata whích he later applied to human

rationarity. rt is not. surprising that such schemata should be

highly effective in explaining human rational processes.

Such an approach also makes understandable the ernpirical
bias of B. F. Skinner. Àpparently, Francis Bacon s¡as an

irnportant early influence for Skinner. This would partly
explain Skinner's materialism. One might say that Skinnerts

thought incorporates a number of the schemata provided by

Francis Baconts work.

Perceptrons

Another essential aspect of the developrnent of artificial
neural net theory was the discovery by Warren McCulloch and

Walter Pitts of a way to represent mathematically how

interconnected ceIls, by transmitting or failing to transmit
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impulses, could perform logical operations.4 In other vrords,

they managed to produce a binary moder of how the brain rnÍght

compute.

John Hopfield carried this research further when, in
L982, he showed how networks of neurons coul_d acquire the

ability to calculate; in doing this, he used a mathematical

theory sirnilar to therrnodynarnics.a5 rn Hopfield.'s ¡nodel every

neuron was connected to every other neuron. There was no

rrinternar structurerr to his model. v{hereas later neural

networks are usually structured, Hopfieldts !üas

rrhomogeneous rr .6

The lack of structure in early neural nets proved to be

a rnajor shortcoming and was open to criticism for a 1ong tine.
As early as 1,969, when Marvin Minsky and Seymour pappert of
MfT published their book, Perceptrons: The principles of
Computatíonal Geometry, the practicality of neural tr"!
cornputing was under assault. The first neural networks were

conceived during the 1960rs as single layers of McCulloch-

Pitts neurons sandwiched between input and output units, and

v/ere termed rrperceptronsrr.aT Minsky and pappert argued that the

perceptron could never compute basic properties of an image,

Crevier, D. Op. cit.,30.
rbid. 2L5.

Ritter,H. et a7. Op. Cit., 51.

Crevier, D. Op. Cit., 2L4.

45
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such as whether or not tv¡o elements were connected.as They felt
that rnany fundarnental classification operations would

permanently remain outside the capabilities of perceptrons.ae

Therefore a new approach was needed - one which overcame the
limitations of the single-layer model.

MULTÏ-LAYERED NEURÀL NETWORKS

Mul-ti-Layered Perceptrons

As is evident, the evolution of neural net-type computer

architectures has not been a straight-rine kind of
development. Minsky and pappert's work on perceptrons in 1969,

for example, almost resulted in the neurar network approach

being abandoned.sO one of the breakthroughs which allowed

further progress to be made in neural network research was the
discovery by Paur J. lùerba, a Harvard graduate student, that
perceptrons, or artificial neurons, courd acquire new

abilities if additional perceptrons were inserted between

Aleksander,

Crevier, D.

Aleksander,

L., and Burnett, P. Op. Cit., tS7.

op. cit., 2L4.

I. and Burnett, P. Op. Cit., 199.
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input and output units. It vras argued that Rosenblatt's
rrPerceptron Learning Rulerr, which had nearly caused the

abandonment of neural network research, would not apply to
such networks.5l

While the perceptron concept, which 
"àrr"=nonded to a

sj-ngle layer of neurons, allowed for lirnited rrtransformationsrl

between input and output units, every additional layer

increased the capability of the network. Each individual layer
of neurons performs a |tpartiaÌ transformationrr of the

preceding layer.52 Thus, the linitations of the perceptron are

overcome by connecting several layers in series and

concatenating their transformations. The following diagram of
a 3-layer neural net illustrates the principle, each layer
having connections to the layer just above it:

figure te. A Three-Layer Neural Net. Source: Ritter, H., T.
Martinetz and K. Schulten. Ifeura-Z Computation and SeIf-
Organizing I'Iaps: An Introduction. Readiñg, Mass.: Addison-
lrlesley Publishing Co. , ]-992 .

5l

52

Crevier,

Ritter,
D. Op. Cit., 2L4-2L5.

H. et aI" op. cÍt.,51.
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The usefulness of connectionist model_s, such as

Multilayer Perceptrons (MLP), has been recognized for such

applications as speech recognition because of their
suitability for pattern classification problems.53 The rnain

advantages of Multilayer Perceptrons, as Hervé Bourlard points
out, are rrtheir discrinination-based learni-ng, their frexibre
architecture (which perrnits easy use of contextuar inputs),
their weak hypotheses (about statisticar distributions), and

their highly paralrel architecture. rr Many researchers in the

field of neural networks are convinced that a layered approach

is required if neural cornputing is to provide the engines that
supply the cognitive capacity to represent scene and language

understanding. The architecture of rure-based artificial
intelligence systems has proven itself to be inadequate.s what

the layered systern al1ows is for different 1evels of
abstraction to be represented.

Vertical Orqanization of Visual Processing

It has been noted that the brain

it and that this layering plays

has a layered aspect to
a part in processing

53 Bourlard, H. A. How Connectionist ModeLs Could Improve
Markov Models for speech Recognítion. rn Eckmiller, R. op. cit.
247 .

s Aleksander, f. and Morton, H. The Logic of Neura1 Cognition.
In Eckrniller, R. Op. CÍt.., LOZ.
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infor¡nation. rn the case of visual processing, for example,

eye movements, or saccades, are triggered in the superior
colliculus, a mounded, multilayered neuron sheet that is
located in the upper region of the brainstem.ss rt appears

likery that this layering of neurons has some functional
significance.

The hierarchical layering
capacity of the proposed model

the brain is mirrored in the

illustrate the hierarchical

of

to
layering of a decision process. Vision invorves decisions.
one of the aspects of the process of visuar tracking which has

been noted by sejnowski and srnith-churchland is the extent to
which it is under voluntary control and depends on expecta-

tíon.56 As they describe it, one pathway of the smooth pursuit
system for tracking visuar targets originates in the retina,
leads to the lateral geniculate nucreus (LcN), to the cortex
and through distinct visuar topographic areas, down to the
pons, and eventually to the oculomotor nuclei.

It has been suggested that a rnapping process takes place,

whereby visual input from adjacent areas on the eyers retina
is rerayedr oEttmappedrr onto adjacent areas of the visual
cortex of the brain.57 This is consistent with sejnowski and

55 Ritter, H. et a7. op. cít., L44.
56 Sejnowski, T. J. and Snith-Churchland, p. Brain and

Cognition. fn Posner, M. I. Foundatíons of Cognitive Science.
Cambridge, Mass.: MIT Press, 1999 , 3O7.

57 Engineers of the Mind in I'Iacleans, Àpril 11, 19gg, 46.
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Smith-Churchland,s description of how visual output is
transrnitted to different layers of the brain. They suggest

that neurons in an intermediate layer of the superior

colliculus of the cerebral cortex represent inforrnation about

eye movements.5E According to their assessment, sensory input
from the thalamus typically projects to layer 4, the rniddle

layer, while output to subcortical- motor structures issues

from layer 5. Intra-cortical projections originate mainly in
the superficial layers, i.e. layers 2 and 3, while layer 6

mainly projects back to the thalamus.

This stratified system of sensory processing, with the

initial activity taking place in the inner layers of the brain
is adopted in the proposed decision-rnaking model. The initial
lower-level processing takes place at the base of the

structure, with the more advanced decision-making, ot
resolution processes, taking place on the upper levels. ft has

been suggested that the arrangement and processing of visuar
inf orrnation in vertical col-umns is ref lective of the

organization of the processing mechanisms in other parts of
the brain. Às David Hubel suggests, t,it may be that other
sensory systems in the brain are arranged in the same l.¡ay.üse

The design of architectures to recreate cognitive
processes is increasingly taking place with reference to the

Sejnowski,

Engineers

J. and Smith-Churchland, P. Op. Cit., 312-313.

the Mind. In I'lacleans, April 11, 1989, 46.

T.
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brain/s structure. It is suggested in this thesis that such an

approach is appropriate in attempting to model more

complicated cognitive processes such as those involved in
decision-rnaking.

Parallel Processing

What the layering of neurons also suggests is that each

layer of neurons, although linked, acts somewhat independently

of the other. f{hat is being proposed is that in each layer,
some processing takes pIace. The result is then passed up to
the next layer of neurons.

To some extent, this is rnodelled in computer paralIel
processing. fn artificial intelligence research, neti/er

theories have emphasised the need for extensive paralle1

computation and that, within the human mind, there are large

numbers of cooperating rragentsrt.60 tr1¡¡elligencert would thus be

the product of a network of interacting entities. This

matches, to some degree, the modular aspect of the macro-

version of the proposed modeL. Like parallel processing,

intrinsic to the proposed modet is the rrsimult,aneous

application to a single task of many processors, be they

Ñ crevier, D. op. cit., 2!5.
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neurons or computers. rról

One of the main advantages of parallel processing is the

speed at which computations can be executed. For computers,

this means overcoming the ,!light-speed barrierrt. For the

brain, some type of parallel processing would inply that a

muLtitude of inputs could be processed simurtaneousry, rather
than in a step by step fashion.

Computer neuraL networks are designed in accordance with
what is believed to be the brainrs pattern recognition
mechanism, with a plethora of eLectronic signars being

released simultaneously. We thus know, using a computer

analogy, that the brain, s rrhardv/arerr exchanges signals
simultaneously in its pattern recognition process.62

One might suggest that some forrn of parallel processing

might explain what v/e call trintuitionrr. Although we can

rationalize our decisions in a linear fashion, the !/ay in
which our decisions pr discoveries are actually made appears

to be guite different. One might also then propose that in an

organization, the decision process is also not linear,
although in our idealized schemes for rationarity lre often
insíst that it should be so. This wourd be another advantage

to the proposed model-: that it does not misrepresent rrreal

worldrr decision processes in a linear fashion.

6t rbíd. 301.

62 stol-l, u. Neural Networks Bring Pattern Recognition to pCs.
In PC Íleek. March 23, L987, 8.
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rn computers, pararrer processing means that the rate at
which computations can be executed is not regurated accordj-ng

to the drumbeat of a central crock. New technology has arso

allowed the serni-ind.ependent units to be rniniaturized as wel-1

as made faster. Much of the development of fifth generation

computers has to do with the extensive imprementation of
parallel processing. 63

Feedback Loops

rt has arso been established that, not onry are brain
signars emitted simultaneousry, but that they do not just
travel in one direction. Rather, there are feedback loops.

rnformation from the sense organs, for example, does not just
fl-ow in one direction up to a decision centre and then down to
motor centres. rnstead, interactions between sensory and motor

pathways occur at many different levers. Dean has pointed out
that sirnple reflexes allow direct rnodulation of motor output
on a locar level without passing inforrnation up and down the
hierarchy.ø rt is hypothesised that these pathways form

feedback roops acting to either stabirize specific parameters,

63 crevier, D. op. cit., 3oL.
& Dean, J. The Neuroethology of perception and Action. rn

Neumann, o. and Prinz, I^I. ReTationshíps Between perception and.Actíon: current Approaches. Heidelberg: springer verlag, tbeo, lLg.
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or to ensure that commands from higher centres are faithfurly
carried out.

The model presented in this thesis makes extensive use of
feedback loops, the loops serving the purpose of ensuring that
cognitive dysfunctions or inconsistencies are resolved. In the

decision-rnaking process presented, there is provision for a

cyclical process whereby information is run through the 3-D

matrix of schemata rnultiple tirnes if necessary, to find the

correct logical pathway. rt is this feedback loop which would

presumably be emulated by the pattern-matching processes

utilized by neural network computers, including back-

propagation algorithms, in the application of the proposed

model-.

INPUT AND OUTPUT

Neural Network Structure

Merely applying the principles of parallel processing in
a computer does not solve all of the problems encountered in
trying to achieve performance comparabre to that of the human

brain. The way in which parallel processing is implemented,

and its architecture, are important as well. one of the ne$¡

architectures being investigated is that of neural network

computers. Neural networks are now usually structured in such
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a way that several layers of neurons are connected in series.
The first, or bottom, layer is reserved for input. patterns,
every neuron of this layer sending out connections to every

neuron in the next layer, âs per Figure L7. This structure is
continued until the last or top layer is reached; the activity
pattern of this last layer constitutes the output.ó5

The development of a multi-layered structure for neural
networks marks a departure from previous practices. whereas

earlier efforts tended to treat human cognitive processes as

somewhat of a rrblack boxrr, multi-layered neurar nets or
perceptrons attempt to understand and mimic how the brain is
organized. some researchers believe that this is the way to go

and are quite critical of the earlier approaches to
representing structures such as the vestibulo-occulomotor
systern with rrblack-boxtr diagrarns.tr To some degree, the

representation of how the rrmindrr functions has been in the
form of rrblack boxrr diagrams because of a lack of
understanding of the processes taking place there.

Emotion

One of the biggest problems facing rrrationalil theories of

Ritter, H. et a7.

Pellionisz, A. J.

Op. Cit., 51.

et a7. Op. Cit. 63.
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how the human ¡nind works is what to do with arl of the
contrary evidence which tends to show that there is a large
trirrationalrr component to human mental processes. occurrences

of rrirrationalitytt reach an extreme in cases where the
subjects are deemed to be rrinsanet. rf one is going to insist
that all human mental processes are .trationalil or rlogicalr,

then one must account for instances where the appearance of
logic is lacking and there is a large emotional component to
the decision-making process.

rn atternpting to deal with the emotional side of human

mental- processes, some psychorogists have focused upon the
origins of what appear to be non-rationar mental processes. rt
has been suggested, for exampre, that many mental irlnesses
and even personality quirks may be the result of inherited
characteristics.6T Jerome Kagan, a Harvard university
psychologist, notes that 10 per cent of healthy two- and

three-year-ord children whom he has studied are shy and

withdrawn in unfaniLiar surroundings. He hypothesises that,

these children were born with a low rrthreshol-d of
excitabilityt' in the linbic system, that part of the brain
which is associated wiÈh the ernotions.6s

Just how emotionar predispositions fit into decision-
naking processes has yet to be deter¡nined. Joseph LeDoux

Engineers of the Mind. Macleans, Apr. 11, 1989, 4L.

.Loc. Cit.
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maintains that a conmon position among cognitive scientists is
that an adequate theory of mind, once it appears, will have to
incorporate feeling, affect, emotion, or some other concept as

a central construct.6e LeDoux has some reservations about the

current approaches of cognitive science towards the human

mind, arguing that the rnind being modelled thus far has no

place for emotions.?o

How feelings, affect or emotion should be plugged into or

related to cognitive models has remained a mystery. It is
clear to LeDoux, however, that cognition and emotion are

closely-related, since they are both mental processes

expressed through brain mechanisms.Tl The question is: how to
express this relationship in a model. The model proposed in
this thesis treats some aspects of the irnpact of emotions on

the cognitive process as constraints in the logical process.

This thesis also stresses the irnportance of building any

model to represent cognitive processes around neural

mechanisms. Donald MacKay argues that the understanding of

human cognitive experience cannot be divorced from the study

of the neural processes that enbody and shape our changing

conditional readinesses. He does not believe that abstract

6e LeDoux, J. E. Cognition and Emotion: Processing Functions
and Brain Systems. In Gazzaníga, M. S. Handbook of Cognítive
Neuroscience. New York: Plenum Press , L984, 357.

70 Loc. cít.
7r Loc. cít.
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theories of rridealrr cognitive processes should be developed in
ignorance of all neuroscience.

rt night be argued that this is what those who posit
rridealrr theories of rationarity are guilty of when they label
human behaviour rrirrationalt when it fairs to match their
ideal rnodel. Theoretical models should not be constructed in
isol-ation from reality.

A lack of evident logicat structure in human mental
processes has led to some decisions being labelled as

'rirrationalrr. Herbert simon, for example, in his poritical
science doctorar research at the university of chicago in
1943, analyzed how certain departments of Milwaukee's civic
government made decisions. simon concluded that
!rirrationaritytt plays as rarge a rore in organizationar
behaviour as rrlogigtt.72 The Nobel prize that he was eventuarly
awarded in 1978 in economics involved the extrapolation of his
ideas on rrbounded rationalityrr to the fierds of commerce and

industry. T3

rt night be argued that what we carl rirrationalityrt

involves logical processes taking place of which we are not
alrare. Even in fields such as science, in which rogic

72 For a neural network application dealing with variousdecision strategies, including rnon-optimalr stratefies, see usher,M. and zakay, D. A Neurar Network Model for ettri¡ute-gaseáDecision Processes. rn cognítive science, vo]. L7, rgg3, 349-396.
73 Understandi-ng Computers : Artificíal rnteTTigence, Richrnond,Virginia: Time-Life Books, tgï7, 32.
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presumably trreigns suprefiêt,, there appear to be hidden mental

processes which do not conform to linear logic. what is termed
rrintuitiontt or rrf lairrt plays a role in discoveries. Many

scientists, in recounting how they have made breakthroughs,

have stressed that when they found the answer to the crucial
problem, they intuitively recognized it to be right and only

subsequently went back and worked out why it was right.Ta
rrlntuitionrr or other rrirrationalrr processes have their

counter-parts in neural networks. Layered feed-forward

networks, in contrast to single-layered perceptrons or nets of
the Hopfield type, contain tthidden unitsrrthat are not

directly connected to input or output 1ines.75 The processes

that go on within these hidden units are thus not directly
affected by the outside wor1d. They can only be affected
indirectry through the internar circuitry of the network. This

is analogous to brain processes, whereby the ttprivacyrr of the

individuaÌ,s mental activity is preserved.

Arnong the types of hidden units are Hidden Markov Models

(Ïüff), which are widely used for automatic speech recognition.
The HMM is particularly valuable because it can be used to
incorporate the sequential and statistical character of the

speech signal.76 In neural networks, the artificial neurons in

Àleksander, f.
Ritter, H. et

Boulard, H. A.

and Burnett, P. Op. Cit., L96.

a7. op. cit,., 51.

op. cit. 247.
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the hidden layers provide an internal representation of the
input patterns. Through evorving appropriate connections with
each other, these internar representations make problems

solvable for the following 1ayer of neurons.T

HEURTSTTCS

Brain-Computer Comparisons

$lhen neural compuÈers s/ere first being designed, lrlarren

Mcculloch and Irlalter pitts savr some parallels between the
computing powers of artificiar neurar networks and digital
rrTuringrr machines. Some researchers in the f ield of artif icial
intelligence seized upon these similarities and concluded that
the brain must work like a digital computer. This false
conception led to much wasted effort in research into
artificial intelligence based on digital computers.?8

one of the probrems with the digital approach is that of
logical structure. Most approaches to artificial intelrigence
(Ar) require a computer to sort through a vast number of

Ritter, H. et a7. Op.

Crevier, D. Op. Cit.,

cit., 56.

30.
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possibilities to find a solution.Te rn exhaustive, or brute-
force searches, a logic or decision-tree is explored
systematically until a solution is found. rf a tree is compact

enough, this approach, although tedious and time-consuming,

can be reliabl-e and practical. But in the case of more

numerous possibilities, the fastest digitar computers can be

defeated by the sheer number of carculations required. The

number of possibilities is murtiplied exponentially as the
cornplexity of a probJ-em increases, resulting in a

rrcombinatorial explosionrr .

one way of preventing such a combinatorial explosion is
to effectívely 'prunerr the decision-tree so that the nurnber of
resulting possibilities is reduced. This reduction of options
is accomplished through ,heuristics, or rures of thumb, which

are pre-existing rules which are programmed into the system to
guÍde the search by choosing the rnost promising branch at any

given point.80 rn Ar systems, a combination of heuristics and

brute force calculation is commonry used, heuristics first
being used to prune a decisíon tree and then the remaining
options being explored exhaustively.

Anderstandíng Computers :

rbid., 37.

Artificial fnteTTigence, 36.
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Case-Based Reasoning

There are alternatives, however, to labouriously
distilling expert knowredge into rules which can then be

programmed into artificiar intelligence systems to prevent

combinatoriar explosions. one can, as Janet Kolodner

discovered in 1980, record the cases that the rules are

extracted from and 1et the computer discover the rules or
patterns. This rrcase-based reasoningt approach was appried in
Kolodner's doctoral project for Roger schenk to model the mind

of former u. s. secretary of state cyrus vance.sl rn this
approach, when the computer is confronted with a ne!ü case,

such as a set of symptoms in a patient or the salient points
in a logical argument, the computer's memory is searched for
a similar case. The previous case existing in memory is then

adapted to the ner,rr situation and a concrusion is drawn

accordingly.

Neural networks use a sinilar case-based reasoning

strategy, which is unlike the set rules used in rexpertrl

systems. rnstead, the neural- network tlearnst how to deal with
problens through storing information from a series of sirnilar
cases. A moder is thereby created which can be used to develop

a solution for the project at hand.82

El crevier, D., op. cít., z3g.
82 Noakes, s. corning up: computers that Think Like Humans,

Financial Post, Oct. 16, Lgg3, 52.
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rn order for rules to be derived from cases, some sort of
backward reasoning has to occur. Arren Newerr and Herbert
simon used this approach in their Logic Theorist progran.

Rather than explore alr logical possibitities in trying to
reach a sorution and thereby risk a combinatorial explosion,
Newell and simon developed a program that began with the
theorem to be proved and then worked out what the
preconditions were for the theorem itself to be true.83

when it came later to finding a way to get nurti-layered
neural networks to perform complicated operations, a backward-

reasoning approach was again employed. PauI I^Ierbos had devised

a procedure called the rrback-propagation'r algorithm in j_974,

but it was not until the 1980s that its value became clear for
neural networks. David Rurnrnelhart at the university of
caLifornia at san Diego and David parker at stanford
university independently hit. upon the back-propagation

algorithn as the sorution for getting rnulti-layered neural
nets to function using case-based reasoning.e The back-

propagation algorithn made it possible for the neurar network

to integrate hidden units or artificial neurons, something

that the single layer perceptron could not do.ts

Understanding Computers : Artificial
Crevier, D. Op. Cit., ZtS.

Ritter, H. et a7. Op. Cit., 56.
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Genetic Algorithrns and Auto-Organizing Systerns

Ànother principle used in neural networks is that of
auto- or self-regulation. rt has been concluded by some

researchers that, in order to understand the mind, one ¡nust

think in terms of cornprex, non-rinear and self-interacting
systems, governed by relatively sinple rures of interaction.t6
one of the ways of achieving auto-organization in computers is
through genetic algorithms. closery identified with John

Holland, genetic argorithrns represent an approach to
computation whereby a system deverops its o!,/n argorithrns.
Through a process of artificial evorution, efficient computer

programs are allowed to ,growr.87 This is in place of the
process whereby a human software engineer is asked to
understand a probrem and create a program to dear with it.

Genetic algorithms can be compared to stochastic
searches, the difference being that instead of having just one

system searching through an rrenergy landscaper, many searches

can be conducted simurtaneously. A complex systern like the
brain can thus be rrgrownrr, without every singre connection and

how it relates to the final product having to be understood.ss

Genetic argorithrns are being used by some researchers to

von der

Juback,

rbid. ,

Malsburg, C.

J. op. cit.
265.

Op. Cít.,310.

264.
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configure the connections in neural netv/orks. This is in place

of designÍng a single algorithm, i.e. using the best insights
available on how to perforrn a task and then hoping that the

algorithm can find the most efficient path through the energy

landscape. fnstead, the researcher designs many suitable
algorithms, allows thern to search, and then has the best of
those rrreproducerr and |tmutatert into ner¡r generations of
algorithms. These then search the landscape and again

reproduce.

This search and reproductive activity mimics certain
aspects of living entities. Some scientists have gone so far
as to ascribe life attributes to these creations, referring to
them as rrvirtual lifeil.8e Chris Langdon, for example, has

created a life form, despite the absence of carbon or DNA,

which he refers to as try¿¡¡stt.e0 These rrvantsrrr or rrvirtual

antsrr vrere created, not to f ind a better algorithm or an

improved neurar network, but rather to aid in understanding

how the organized structure which we refer to as rlifeil,

originated. Somewhat like real ants, Langdon's rrvantsrr search

their environment, meet other vants, and reproduce to create

new vants. As of yet, there appear to be no limits as to how

far these endeavours wilI take us in understanding life
processes "

rbid., 268.

rbíd., 267.
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REASONTNG AND COMPUTER APPLTCATTONS

Problem SoLving and Hurnan Reasoninq

rt is noteworthy that much of the early motivation for
computer development came from a desire to emurate human

reasoning processes. This woul-d also include understanding how

people make decisions. one of the first attempts to devise a

way of duplicating human reasoning on a computer was Alan
luring's concept of a tuniversal machiner. rn 1936 Turing
demonstrated, in principre, how one courd design a device
which, usingr purery rrmechanicalrr rnethods, could perform any

and every mathematical or logical process that v¡as

rrcomPutablerr . el

Later, in ]-947, Norbert weiner, a mathematician,

speculated about, how devices, such as servo-mechanisms, could
be used to regulate and control other machines and drew

parallels between this and the biorogical machinery which

allows the brain to regulate and contror the body. I,Ieiner

predicted that it wourd eventuarry be possible to build
ff working modelsrr , or rrneurar networkst, of at least some part
of the brain.Ð

Herbert simon was also working arong the same lines. rn

Aleksander, I. and Burnett, p. Op. Cít., 35.

rbid., 32.
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L949 he founded the Graduate school of rndustrial
Adninistration and later taught courses in the computer

science departments at carnegie Tech. simon was joined in 1952

by Nev¡ell and shaw, and together they began to devise a

computer program that would simulate human reasoning.e3 rn
1956, the Logic Theorist program hras presented, demonstrating

that a machine could comprete tasks which were thought to
require human intelligence and irnagination.q

Arlen Newerl and Herbert simon continued their
experiments concerning means-ends analysis during the 1960s,

performing psychological tests to determine how people solve
problems and trying to embody these processes in software.es

Research into neurar networks is a continuation of the work

that they initiated.

Study Group

Some of the findings

resul-ting hypotheses have

related to neural- networks and the

had major implications for related

93

94

understanding computers: ArtiricÍar rnterrigence, 32.

rbid. , 33.

Crevier, D. Op. cit., 2Sg.
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fields such as modern ringuistics and cognitive psychology.*

David Rumelhartts model of how the rnind vrorks, for example,

has had a significant irnpact. Rumerhart is one of the group of
scientists headquartered in san Diego calling itself the
Parallel Distributed processing (pDp) Group.

Among the founders of the group nere psychorogist James

Mcclelland of carnegie-Mellon and Francis crick, the Nober-

laureate.e Before joining the group, Mcclelland had been

pursuing neural network models in connection with his research
into the psychology of perception. Applying the work of
researchers such as James Anderson of Brown university,
Mcclelland had started to build computer models that tried to
explain perception and its psychology as the result of many

neurons working together in a connected network.eB

one of the products of the revived interest in
neural networks during the L980s $ras the rrconnection machinerf ,

largely engineered by Daniel Hirlis. As discussed earrier, the
connection machine consists of a pool of 64rooo processors

that may be connected in any way the user chooses. A special
version of LrsP was developed to serve as a sort of ilhardware

compilerrr" This enabled the prograrnmer's instructions to be

translated so that specific functions would be arrotted to

Jubak, J.

Crevier,

Jubak, J.

Op. Cit. , 45.

D. op. cit., zrs.
op. cit., 46.
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each processor and necessary connections would be established
between the processors. The connection machine proved to be

particularly adept at increasing the speed at which
conventional programs courd be run, incruding David Marr's
rrvisionrr algorithms r ês well as rapidry-changing high
resolution graphics.s

Neural Network Research in the U.S. and Canada

The demand for computers to solve cornpl_icated problems

has increased continuously. After the Gulf lrlar in tggt, the
u.s. rnilitary funded research into expert systems for
supplying materiel and equipment for warfare and for managing

rnilitary personnel.rm The demands of this sort of planning are

high with respect to naking subjective judgments and handling
changing variabres, such as the number of casuarties and

conditions in the fierd. Neural networks are particularry
suited to handling these kinds of problems.

Neural network systerns have already successfully tackled.
such tasks as artificial speech generation, learning to pray

e Àleksander, I.
rm Noakes, s, op.

and Burnett, p. Op. Cit., Zo2.

cit. s21.
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backgammon and driving vehicles. tol rn 199 j-, there were

approximately 10,ooo people in the u.s" invorved in neurar
network research. This number can be expected to increase as

more apprications are found for the approach. rt is expected
that eventually neural networks will be capable of information
processing comparable in sophistication to that carried out by

biological systems. r@

Prototypes of neural network chips have been created, and

there is even one conmerciarly avairabre. This is the Dendros

r designed by carlos Tapang of portland, oregon. According to
Jirn Jubak, this chip is stil1 quite crude and would be

difficult to utilize in any working system.r03

rn canada, some progress is being made in getting neural
networks to solve problems in economics and business.
Àpproximately $60 mirlion is being devoted to artificial
intelligence research by industry and academia in canada,

according to Jean-claude Gavrel, the vice-presi_dent of precarn

Associates in ottawa.ts precarn is a consortium made up of 35

canadian companies dedicated to developing ner^r technologies
with practical uses in the private sector. precarnrs S-year

tor crevier, D. op. cit., 2L5. Another application of neuralnetworks is in investment management (see narr, o. s. and Mani, G.using Neural Nets to Manage rnvestments. rn Àr Expert, Feb tóe+,L6-2t) .

r@ Barhen, J. , Zak, M.

ro3 Jubak, J. op. cit.,
rø Noakes, s. op. cit.

and Toomarian, N. op. cit., 103.

20.

s2L.
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research plan has budgeted expenditures of $35 rniIlion. The

Institute for Robotics and fntelligence Systems with a $ZS

rnirlion budget is a federar centre of excellence and is also

managed by Precarn.

One can see that, with the current developments in
applications for neural networks, the proposed use of neural

network technology to moder decision-making processes is quite
feasible. As has been demonstrated, one can represent the

elements of decisions in such a way as to be amenable to
neural network application. That the proposed structure
mirrors both how the brain works and neural network

architecture facilitates the application. Thus, one can

foresee the day when highly-accurate sirnulations of events in
government and private-sector decision-rnaking will- be

possible.
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CHAPTER 4. - CONCLUSTONS

AN TNTERDISCTPLTNARY APPROACH

Multi-Discipl inary Approaches

Any search for lHE cause of the industrial revolution is
doomed. For there is no single or dominant cause. Tech-
nology, by itself, is not the driving force of history.
Nor, by themselves, are ideas or values. Nor is the
class struggle. Nor is history merely a record ofecological shifts, demographic trends or communication
inventions. Econornics alone cannot expJ-ain this or any
other historicar event. There is no rindependenL
variabrerr upon which all other variables depend. There
are only interrerated variabì-es, boundless in comprex-
ity. t

The above statement is applicable, not only to the indus-
triar revorution, but to the understanding of other social_

phenomena as weII, incruding public policy decision-making. At

various points in this thesis, it has been suggested that the
nature of the subject of decision-making processes within
particular organizational contexts dernands a nulti-disciplin-
ary approach. This may be the timer âs some cognitive scien-
tists have suggested, for a convergence of research from

hitherto isolated fie1ds.2

The need for multidisciplinary approaches has been

I roffler, A. The Thírd vfave. New york: Bantam Books, Lgg!,
1-16.

2 sejnowski, T. J. and smith-churchland, p. Brain and cogni-
tion. rn Posner, M. r. FoundatÍons of cognítive science. cam-bridge, Mass.: MIT Press, 1989, 344.
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formally recognized by some universities. McMaster university,
for instance, has been redefining its programs to break down

walls between disciprines. students are thus learning how to
synthesize theories, data and common sense, combiningr, for
example, engineering skills with philosophy and ethícs.3

rn postulating a model for human cognitive systems,

including decision-making, this thesis has foll-owed the
example of Kossl-yn in borrowing material from Artif icial
rntelligence (Ar), cognitive psychorogy and Neuropsychology.4

This thesis has indicated, in applying a theoreticar model,

how it is possible to borrow from various speciarties so that
the model- has some application in the real worrd, and can be

tested. rt has been noted that untir recentry, cognitive
science has been dominated by learning, linguistic and

artificial intelligence concerns.5 rt is now time to apply the
findings of cognitive science to the understanding of public
policy.

3 A Harsh New World: cash-Strapped Universities are Struggl-ing to Teach students How to Adapt to an Ever-changing world.-1n
Ì"Iac7ean's , Nov. 9 , 1-992, No . 45, 35-36.

a Kosslyn, s. M. Toward a computationar Neuropsychology of
High-Level Vision. fn Knapp, T. J. and Robinson, l. -c., edJ.
Apptoaches to Cognition: Contrasts and Controversjes. Híllsda1e,N. J., Lav¡rence Erl-baurn Assoc., 1986 | 223.

5 LeDoux, J. E. Cognition and Emotion: Processing Functions
and Brain systems. Tn Gazzaniga, M. s., ed. Handbook or cognitive
Neuroscienee. New York: Plenum press , Lgg|, 357.
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Pub1ic Policv and Non-Rational Factors

Some roight object that pubì-ic policy involves factors
such as emotion and is governed by decisions which involve

intuition as much as they do rational decision-making. This

thesis has displayed. in pages 85 to 90 of Chapter 3, however,

that recent developments in cognitive science have encompassed

and integrated these aspects of human rnentar processes into
general concepts that allow for so-ca11ed rrnon-rationalrl

¡nentar activity. The model proposed in this thesis arso takes

these factors into account.

An ïntegrated Concept

What this thesis also has done is to amplify the findings
of cognitive psychologists to arrive at an integrated concept

which posturates a structure and utilizes it to exprain deci-
sion-making processes in the real world, including both those

of the individual and those of organizations. Thus, it is
possible to represent decision-rnaking processes, such as those

made at the national leve1 relating to defence, using a model

which is structured sirnilarly to the cognitive processes which

occur in the individual human brain. The remainder of this
thesis wirr nov¡ summarize what has been accomplished or

demonstrated, first in relation to cognitive science, and

second, regarding practical applications of the model_.
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COGNITTVE SCIENCE

Simplification - The Black Box

rt is sornetimes necessary to take measures to simplify a

model so that the complexities of the actuar process do not
overwhelm the anaryst. This is sometimes arso necessary to
alIow the analyst to work with processes about which there is
littIe specific information. often, the only inforrnation which

is possessed about a particular process concerns the relation-
ship between that process and the rest of the system. Treating
a mechanism as a .tblack boxt allows the analyst to ignore
certain details of the mechanisrn in order to find properties
that play a prominent role in the function.6

There is, of course, the danger of dealing with processes

on too superficial a l-ever. some descriptive models can

provj-de too littre information about underlying psychorogicar

processes.T The rnodel proposed in this thesis, utilizing rnicro

and macro versÍons, has hopefully succeeded in avoiding that
problem through postulating a cognitive structure which can be

tied into the decision-making process.

As has been stressed throughout this thesis, it is desir-

6 Sejnowski, T. J. and Srnith-Churchland, p. Op. Cit., 342.
7 Huesmann, L. R. process Models of sociar Behaviour. rnHirschberg, N.. and Humphreys, L. G. Ì'Iurti-variate AppTicatíons inthe sociar scìenees. Hillsdale, N. J.: Lawrence nrl-bãurn Assoc.,1982, 261.
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able to create a model for decision-making processes which is
consistent with what is known about the basic human cognitive
processes. rt is argued that the murti-layered rnatrix of
schemata which is offered does achieve this.

Coqnitive Àrchitecture

This thesis has also argued that what is needed is the
adoption of new approaches to modelling human cognitive pro-
cesses, i.e. a new cognitive architecture. Much of the
research done in the area of mental information processing,

such as that atternpting to explain human arithrnetic and other
probrem-solving activities, has been criticized as not ident-
ifying the basic tasks and the informati-on-processing con-

straints.s This thesis has focussed on rconstraints, and has

tried to resolve trhor¡¡' mental processing takes place, rather
than just settling for the definition of an input.

As part of this cognitive architecture, the rlayeringrl

aspect of brain development has been borrowed and adapted for
the model of the human decision-making process presented in
this thesis. To some degree, this is because of the perception

Èhat structure, both physical and coginitive, has a lot to do

8 Boden, M. A. Computer l'Íodels ol
Approaches jn TheoretícaL psychoTogy.
University Press, 1988 , 1-7O.

Mind: Computatíonal
Carnbridge: Cambridge
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with how decisions are made and their outcomes.

Structural Parall_els with the Brain

Another aspect of the composition of the brain is how the
neurons within it are organized. The thesis has utilized the
suggestion of cognitive scientists that many brain areas dis-
pray not only topographic organization, but also a rarninar

organization.e Laminae are layers or sheets of neurons in
register with one another. rt has been found that a given

lamina conforms to a highly regurar pattern of where it
projects to, and from where it receives input. The brain
receives visuar input in superficiar layers, and tactile and

auditory input in deeper layers.10 The model proposed in this
thesis is thus largely structured in accordance with this
concept of how the brain is structured. This is done because

the structure of the brain is significantly related to how

inf orrnation is processed.

The thesis thus utirizes the observations of some cogni-
tive scientists who have discovered cortical structures which

dispray vertical organization. À high degree of commonarity

has been identified between celrs in vertical columns. These

e sejnowski, T. J. and S¡nith-Churchland, p. op. Cit. 3Lz-

ro zbíd. 3l-2-313.

313 .
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vertical columns cross laminae. The commonality between cell-s
is seen as refrected both anatomically, in terms of local
connections between neurons, and physiologically in terms of
sirnilar response properties.ll

The presence of vertical columns in the neural structure
of the brain is nirnicked in the proposed model. rn the model,

these vertical columns serve to transfer the output of
particular processes to the next stage of processing. They

also serve to embed logical constraints in decj-sion-making

processes where there is a certain commonality to these
constraints.12

Hvpertroohv

rn the processing of visual information, our ability to
mentally irnage complex objects depends on visuar processing

systems that rikely evol-ved from other functions.13 An irnport-
ant theme in this thesis has been that our reasoning processes

are a hypertrophy of our sensual processing systems. This

tt tbid. 3L3.

12 It has been stressed in this thesis that to understand howthe brain works, it is important to keep in nind that the human
nervous system is the product of a long process of evolution. The
model has the advantage of representing human mental processes ina way l¡hich is consistent with what is known about human evol-ution.

13 Sejnowski, T. J. and Smith-Churchland, p. Op. Cit. 34.
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underlies the position that our mental
Irationalrr, in the sense that they conform

terns. These logical patterns are seen to
brainrs constitution and the structured
neurons.

processes are

to logical pat-
derive from the

interaction of

Dyadic Reasoning

rt has been suggested that the process of pattern
recognition begins with the extraction of features from the
presented stimulus. This set of features would then be

combined and compared against information stored in permanent

memory.ra How is this set of features combined? The modeL

al-lows for the possibility of using a form of pattern recogl-

nition combined with binary 1ogic.

The moder proposed has the advantage of presenting a rea-
sonabl-e approach to the problern of how to represent the rnental

processes of an individual. rn this thesis, it has been

hypothesised that the human reasoning .process is based on

patterns or schemata and that these patterns have a dyadic
quality to them. This would be consistent v¡ith the parallelism
which appears to exist in the yes/no or on/off tendencies in
human cognitive processes. There is, for example, the nornal

Ia Eysenck, M. I^I. A
Lawrence Erlbaum Àssoc.,

Handbook of Cognítive psychology. London:
L984, 40.
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decision-making process which appears to be predisposed to a

friend/enemy dichotorny. our individuaÌ schemata appear to
possess logic gates which bifurcate the logic channer so that
a decision, such as the decision to identify a detected air-
craft or urissile as a threat, can be passed on to the next

schema.

One of the hypotheses presented in cognitive psychology

is that the reasoning process is largery like a game of 20

Questions, which means that the process is sornewhat dyadic,

i.e. composed of yes/no questions and framed by a set of con-

straints which determine the questions. The moder proposed in
this thesis opts for this approach, representing the con-

straints in the decision-naking process by a system of
vertical corumns. rn computerization, this binary logic could

arso be used to tie the schemata in the model together. This

structure seems feasibLe, given what has been observed about

human brain structure. what is proposed is not a radical
departure from the conclusions drawn by researchers such as

Newell and sirnon concerning the ttif -thenrr rules in human

reasoning.15

The moder also has inplications for other fierds of
research. The use of the rrschemarr concept in the proposed

architecture would help explain, for example, why we appear

to desÍgn or model our inventions according to our ov¡n rrtoolsrt

ls waldrop, M. M.
InteTTigence. Rexda1e,

Ilan-Made Ì[inds: The Promise ot Artif íciaL
Ont.: John t^Ii1ey & Sons, Lgg7, 35.
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or faculties. one night surmise, for example, that our

designing of computer chips using on/off erectronic switches

is a reflection of the dyadisrn in our rogic processes. Thus it
may be not merely rrgodsrr which $¡e design in our own image.

This characteristic arso makes it understandable why it took

so long for us to invent the wheel: the wheel concept is
dependent on abstract schemata and does not correspond to our

physical attributes like our arms or legs. Levers, on the

other hand, are based on schemata which have obvious physical

counter-parts . 16

Loqical Structures

Although researchers have demonstrated that humans fail
to forlow rules or laws of logic in their reasoning processes,

16 The proposed cognitive architecture also makes sense in
terms of human evolution. The dyadic reasoning processes built
into the model are consistent with what is known about our
cel-lular development, whereby the relationship between our cells
is based on electro-chemicaL receptors which operate on unambigu-
ous messages. These messages are unambiguous because that is the
way in which cel}s appear to be designed to handle information.
The right receptors and other sensory apparatus of one-cerLed
animars are likery restricted to the simplest forn of interpre-
tation of input, which is dyadic. This feature is possibly
inherited from crystalline evolution whichr âs Richard pawkins
suggest,s, çfave rise to the components of the first rife forms.
rt is aLso possibre that the proffered model courd be used to
represent the physical or electro-chemical processes within the
brain itself . See: Dawkins, R. The B7índ Í{atchmaker: Vfhy the
Evídence or Evolution Revears a tJniverse wíthout Desígn-, New
York: I{. ltf . Norton & Co., L9B7 , L48-L57.
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there is still a structure to human decision-making processes,

and the proposed model- attempts to represent this structure.
The proffered model contains cognitive matrixes which are set
up sornething like our rules of logic. The hypothesis is
therefore arises that our so-calIed rrrules of logicrr could

originate in the patterns in our brain, rather than in the

external world. rt is possible that the braints neurons are

fornatted in such a fashion, through learning or through

genetically-transmitted inheritance (as in the case of
language), that, a particular output is generated at each leveÌ
for transmission to the next.

One uright thus draw the conclusion that our |tlaws of
logicrr have no aspect of universality to them, other than that
they seem to be cognitively comprehensible to Homo sapiens. rt
may be that they are the creation of our minds and that some

of what v¡e perceive to be structure in abstract relationships,
such as scientific rrlawsrf , are merely the mirror image which

our mind perceives aé it analyses input dat.a. Therefore, it is
crit.ically important to understand how our cognitive equiprnent

is structured, for without knowing this, one cannot have

confidence in the varidity of the structure and reality of
what ne perceive.
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Rational Decision-Makinq

This thesis has adopted the approach that human decision-
making processes are fundamentarly logicar and therefore
rational. Decision-making fits into the rational process

through the rnaking of choices as to how particular goals are

to be met. rt is the setting and forlowing of specific aoals
which is crucial in deciding what our actions should be.17

rn the context of pubric policy, one observes quite a bit
of confusion between how decisions are actually taken and how

they shourd be taken. stephen Brooks, for example, outlines
some of the issues in his discussion of the debate between the
rationarist and incrementarist models.ls Adie and Thomas

outline the debate in a similar fashion.re

This thesis provides a toor to resolve the confusion

between arguments concerning how decisions shoutd be taken and

how decisions actuarly are taken. The 3-dimensional moder can

be used to explicitly display how decisions are taken, as in
the example of the r9B7 hlhite paper, and a separate and

distinct moder can be constructed of how we think decisions
should be taken.

17 Boden, M. A. op. cit., i_70.

18 Brooks, s. pubric políey ìn canada: An rntroduction.
Toronto: McClelland & Stewart Inc. I Lggg, 65.

le Adie, R. F. and Thornas, p. G. canadian public Adninistra-tion: ProbTematicaT perspectives. scarborough, ont. : prentice-
Hall Canada, T.nc., B7-l_03.
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COMPUTER MODELLTNG

The Use of a Computer Model

This thesis has two tie-ins to cornputers. .As well as the
discussion as to whether the rnind works lÍke a computer, there
is also the proposition that this model- can faciritate the
apprication of neurar network or other computer technology to
the analysis of foreign poì-icy or other decision-naking
situations, provided the proper architecture is used. while
this thesis does not provide and test a neurar network

computer application, it is possible to say sornething about

the suitability of the proposed model for computer applica-
tions.

rn order for the decision-naking process associated with
the l-987 I^rhite Paper on Defence to be modelled using a neural

network computer system, what wourd be needed wourd be a

nulti-1ever structure which woul-d a11ow for independent

processing within particular modul-es. It is believed that this
thesis provides such a structure. The independent modures

within the proffered organizational model would represent the

cognitive processes of the individuar decision-makers. These

independent modules could then be programmed for simuration by

neural- network computers using estabrished technigues. As

might be noted, for instance, the proposed model for repre-
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sentíng decision-naking processes mirrors much of the struc-
ture of multÍ-layered perceptrons and hopefulry shares some of
the advantages.

The proposed structure could also be used to create a

computer model- of the human decision-making process with the

aid of various high-Ievel software packages, such as Lotus 123

or Mathematíca. rn addition, one rnight utirize computer

graphics packages to illustrate cognitive structure and activ-
ity. Generally speaking, however, this thesis has expressed a
preference for the use of neurar network computers to handre

the cornplexities of human decision-naking processes.

One of the difficulties with trying to analyse the

complexities of public poricy is the linited capacity of the

anaryst to handre all of the variables. Human mentar linita-
tions are conceded by a wide range of speciarists in various
fields. Richard Dawkins, a biologist, for example, points out

how our brains are built to cope with onry narrow bands of
sizes and times.20 Leon Festinger, the psychorogist credited
with originating the concept of 'tcognitive dissonancet, also

acknowledges how Lirnited human cognitíve capacities are.21 Alan

Allport, a cognitive scientist, maintains that:

The fundamental constraint that underlies all the
operations of attention, imposing their essentiaJ_Iy

20 Dawkins, R.

2r Festinger,
sity Press, L983,

op. cit. 160.

L. The Human Legacy, New york:
L67 .
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selective character, is the Iirnited information-pro-
cessing capacity of the brain.22

Ànother cognitive scientist, D. E. Broadbent, argiues that the

constraints of lirnited brain capacity directly affect the

processing of sensory information.æ

To many investigators, this limited mental capacity

explains the selectivíty with which information is processed.

They see the basic function of these selective or attentional
mechanisms as being the protection of the brainrs limited-
capacity system (or systems) from informational overload.2a

This perceived lack of capacity is seen by some to have

major irnplications for the understanding of human mental

processes. ft has been suggested by Dr. Jerry Warsh, a

neurochemist at the C1arke fnstitute of psychology in Toronto,

for instance, that the human rnind may prove inadequate to the

task of understanding itself.25 The vray to bypass human

limitations, Warsh suggests, is through the use of computers

to integrate the large amounts of data required.

This thesis takes a sirnilar approach in postulating a

model which can be applied to macro decision-rnaking processes

22 Allport, A. Visual Attention. fn Posner, M. I., Founda-
tions of Cognitíve Science, Cambridge, Mass.: MIT press, LgBg,
632-633.

8 rbid. 633.

u rbid. 632-633.
ã Engíneers of the Mind, l4acJeans. Apr. L!, 1988 , 46.
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in such a $ray as to make thern comprehensibre. This model can

also be computerized, utilizing case-based reasoning or some

other nodelling technique.

Reverse Enqineerincr

The proffered model both utilizes rrreverse engineeringtt

techniques to dispray how decision-making processes take
place, and is itself the product of rrreverse engineeringr, for
to some degree, there vras some rrreverse engineering,, involved
in the process of deriving the moder. Às this thesis has

illustrated with the exampre of the L}BT white paper, it is
perhaps easier to describe an empirical situation where deci-
sions are actually made, and then afterwards develop a

decision-making model that wilr match it, than to develop a
model and then design experiments with an adequate degree of
contror to validate the model, as in the physical sciences.

Thus the rrreverse engineeringt, approach utirized in cognitive
science is applied here.26

Although this moder s/as first arrived at independently

through rrreverse engineeringt', starting at the public policy
analysis level, the concepts have also been suggested by

researchers working in the fierd of cognitive psychorogy to

26 Sejnowski, T. J. and Smith-Church1and, p. op. Cit., 344.
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explain the workings of the brain. One concept is the use of
pattern-natching processes in nurti-Ievel networks to exprain

how mental arithmetic takes p1ace.27

Às rnight be noted, this thesis has included a discussion

of how cognitive psychologists perceive the brain perforning
its higher functions, including the interpretation of sensory

input. This material was included to establish the parameters

which the reverse engineering process must meet, i.e. defining
what the inputs are, how they are processed, by what entities,
in what order and what the outputs are.

The Limitations of Artificial Intelligence

There is some question as to which computer architecture
will prove most useful in the context of cognitive science.

Under the umbrella of ilartificial intelligencerr, computer

systems have been designed to reproduce some of the character-

istics of human cognitive processes. ft has been found,

however, that rrexpert systemsrr, along with natural-language

and other AI technological interfaces, although they are

successful- in some respects, are deficient in other areas,

' Boden, M. A. op. cit., L'lo.
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particularly with regards to pattern recognition"2s It is hoped

by some that neural networks will prove to be the solution to
these weaknesses.2e

One of the advantages of neural computers over other
types of AI architectures is their heuristic reasoning

capabilit,ies, which enable them to apply rrrules of thurnbil and

to refine and adapt, these rules through experience.30 Neural

computers especialllr differ from conventional comput,ers in
that they rlearnrr through experíence. Because of their
heuristic capabilities, they thus can make decisions that
rule-based expert systems are incapable of.3l

Largely for this reason, there is a bias in this thesis
towards utilizing neural computers in the automation of the

proposed model, although Lotus L23 Release 3 has been used

initially to present the structure and demonstrat,e the

feasibility of building into the urodel certain data-processing

features and their output (which then becomes input to the

decision process). In the proposed model, rrrules of thumbrl

would appear as the schemata or patterns formed by the

28 Stoll, M. Neural Networks Bring pattern Recognition to
PCs. fn PC hleek. March 23, t987, 8.

2e Madhavan, R. Goal-Based Reasoning for Securities Analysis.
AI Expert, Feb. L994, 23-29. This article also makes reference
an ínterpersonal model of goal-based decision-rnaking developed.
Stephen Slade to sirnulate American Congressional voting.

30 !'Ialdrop, M. I{. op. cit. 24.
3r stoll, M. op. cit. B.

In
to
by
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the vertical colurnns in the layers of the cognitive matrix.

Pattern Recognition

Ànother of the advantages of the proposed model is its
compatibirity with neural computers. rf one accepts that. human

decision-rnaking processes are a hypertrophy of the basic

sensual input processing mechanism of the brain, then it seems

reasonable that neural computers, which mimic human pattern

recognition, should also be applicable to human decision-
making. This would especially be true if, as is argued in this
thesis, human decision-rnaking is best understood in terms of
pattern-matching through the mechanism of schemata.

What is particularly attractive about neural computers,

from the point of view of the implementation of this mode], is
their pattern processing ability. one of the main strengths of
neural cornputers is in the area of pattern recognition. They

can, like the hurnan brain, recognize patterns, whether based

in text, graphics, procedure, sound, or any other form.32

32 stolr, M. op. cit., B.
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PRÀ,CTTCAL APPLICATTONS OF THE MODEL

The Model as a Tool

The applications developed to enable computers to perform

human functions are seen by some researchers to be of epoch-

rnaking significance. To D. A. ÀI1port, the advent of computa-

tional models grounded in artificial intelligence is the
rrsingle most important developrnent in the history of psychol-

ogyrr.33 In ÀI1port,s eyes, the previously rrchaoticrr state of

cognitive psychology was characterized by rnyriad experimental

results jostling for attention without any kind of unifying
theory.s There t/as aIso, âs Allport put it, a rrlack of

adequate theoretical notation in which to formulate questions

about mental processes.rr Allport made the prediction that
rrartificial intelligence will ultimately come to play the role
vis à vis the psychological and social sciences that mathemat-

ics, from the Seventeenth Century onr has done for the

physical sciences.35

There may be a substantial amount of truth in Allportrs
prediction, especially if one considers, from the perspective

of schemata, the phenomenon of the creation of cornputing

Boden, M. op. cit. 259.

Loc. Cít,.

Loc. Cit.
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devices which minic the brainrs structure and processes. The

developrnent of rnathematical notation and the ernbedding of it
in a system of schemata has greatly facilitated human progress

in the physical sciences. Because the social sciences, includ-
ing psychology, are heavily oriented towards human mental pro-
cesses, it is vital that appropriate tools be developed that
adequately reflect human cognitive functions. It is hoped that
these tool-s, such as the model proposed in this thesis, will
advance our understanding of complex behavioural phenornena

which have thus far defied effective rnodelling utilizing
mathematicar tools borrowed from the physical sciences. As far
as can be determined, short of actually building a neural

network system, the structure of the proposed modeL appears

suitable for neural network application.
Another aspect. of the proposed model is the attenpt to

represent human cognitive processes in geornetric space. This

is nothing new, since factor analysis and multi-dirnensional

scaling both attempt to represent data in geometric space in
order to provide some reduced and presumably higher-level
perspective of cognitive phenomena.3ó Rather than presenting a

model in four or more dirnensions, as some researchers dor37

36 Snyder, C. Vü. Jr. , Law, H. G., Hattie, J. A. and McDonald,
R. P. Research I'Iethods for líultinode Ðata Analysís. New York:
Praeger, L984, 29.

37 Harshman, R. A. & De Sarbo, !{. S. An Application of
PARAF.A,C to a Srnall SampJ-e Problem, Demonstrating Preprocessing,
orthogonality, Constraints and Split-Half Diagnost,ic Techniques.
fn Law, H. G., et a7. Op. Cit. 615.
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this thesis utilizes a 3-D model which (unless a dynarnic model

utilizing time as a fourth dimension is used) can present a

static visual representation, and hopefully conforms somewhat

to the physicat reality of the braínrs structure. The concept-

ual difficulties of dealing with an enlirely abstract model

are thus avoided. The 3-D representation is visually easily
comprehensible, while at the same tirne being structured
similarly to how the brain is known to function. Ultimately,
it Ís hoped, the model can serve as the architecture for
computerized simulations of public policy decision-making

processes.

As with the development of the back-propagation

algorithrn, a long period of time can pass between the incep-

tion of a concept and its application in a practical context.

The ideas presented in this thesis are still in the conceptual

stage. Like the wheel or the back-propagation algorithm, the

vaLue of a concept does not become obvious until it is
embedded in a practical application. In the case of the

v¡heel, for example, the early inhabitants of the Americas

failed to apply the concept in their technology and therefore
handicapped the advancement of their civilizations in certain
respects. Àlthough it is beyond the scope of this thesis to
demonstrate the practical superiority of the proposed model,

for instance, in terns of predictive capacity, certain poten-

tial applications can be poínted out.

L23



Feedback

The model has the capacity to graphically and electroni-
cally portray the rrfeedbackrr process which occurs in the mind

of an individ.ual within an organization as an issue is debated

or preconceptions are checked against reality. This is made

possible by the model's capacity to display hierarchical
structures, which would include both the mínd of the individ-
ual and the structure of an organization.

In the ¡nodel, feedback would be represented as the

matching of patterns whích are formed by the interaction of
vertical colurnns in a cognitive matrix. The rnatching of
patterns in the verification or feedback process enables the

model to reflect the rrrealrr world, rather than some idealized
rrrat-r.tt ,':¡i. lrr process.

Experts and Prediction

To be optirnally rational, decision-processes should

include the best sources of inforrnation available. This would

suggest that decision-makers should rely heavily on the recom-

mendations of experts.3s The varue of experts is measurable to
some degree on the basis of their success as forecasÈers.

38 Brooks, s. op. cit.6s.
L24



successful prediction is often regarded as the true hallmark
for the success of any scientific theory.3e The same criterion
can be applied to rrexpertsr'. rt is also expected that the
proposed model, once computerized, can function as a sort of
Itexpertrr and can be used to rrpredict, certain decisions.

t{hatever model of cognitive processes night be generated

from the analysis of policy areas, such as defence require-
ments, for example, this moder has to be consistent with what

is known about basic cognitive processes. Establishing how the
human mind works within its own context is a rnajor challenge
since the compl-exity of the behavioural repertoire increases
with increasing numbers of neurons.40

While the decision-making processes of the individual are
admittedly complex, the comprexity of the decision-rnaking pro-
cess increases when many individuals are invorved. The process

is again complicated by organizational structures and can

become immense and unwierdy, unless one can develop a model

that will Iogically structure these processes. The moder

presented in this thesis atternpts to do that.

3e Palmer, s. E. and Kimchi, R. The rnformation processing
Approach to cognition. rn Knapp, T. J. and Robertson, L. c., eas.op. cít. , 63.

a0 Dean, J. The Neuroethology of perception and Action. rn
Neumann, o. and prinz, w. Rerationships Between perception andActÍon: current Approaches. Heidelberg: springer verrãg, Lggo,
720.
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Statistical Input

The model under discussion has the capacity to represent

and integrate mathematicar or statistical factuaL input as

well, since these tools are sometimes used by rrexpertsr or

other participants in the decision-making process to provide

advice. These statistical functions can be embedded in
schemata within a cognitive matrix, in much the same hray as

Hidden Markov Models are utilized in neural network architec-
ture. It is likely that, ín applying this model_ to neural

nets, one wourd treat statistical- functions in a sinilar
fashion.

The rrConstraintrr Concept

ft should also be noted that in the literature concerning

neural computers, there is constant reference to ilcon-

straintsrr. rn the example of the J,997 ïthite paper on Defence

used in this thesis, the constraj-nts upon the Canadian

government's decision-making process v¡ere grouped into five
categories: (1) goal/value constraints; (2) stra-
tegic/environmental constraints; (3 ) technical constraints r.

(41 resource constraints; and (5) structural constraints. The

first four of these groups of constraints vrere represented by

vertical columns, while the fifth constraint category v/as

t26



illustrated by a spatial distribution of cubes or brocks

representing entities which had input into the decision-making

process

À complicating factor in modelling decision-uraking
processes is the fact that the decision-making organization
and its environment are subject to change. ft must be

acknowledged that many executive decisions are highly con-

strained by time.41 This has rnultiple irnpacts on the decision-
making model. For one thing, it lirnits the number of factors
that can be considered in the model and thus has the effect of
urinirnizing the number of constraints dealt with. on the other
hand, it increases .the importance of certain resource and

technical constraints. Certain technical options which offer
quick solutions and are easily irnpl.ementabre are often
favoured. Resource constraints come into the picture because,

since time is a resource, the amount of pressure to make a

decision can vary. rn some cases, a decision-rnaker is afforded
the luxury of procrastinating making a precise cornmitment.

This can result in a non-decision, i.e. a decision not to make

a commitment.

This thesis has demonstrated how it is possible to moder

the rationale for the government's announced decisions
provided in the ]-987 tthite Paper in accordance with a three-

4r Snoyer, R. s. and
Systems: A Compiete Guide
I'IÍerocomputers. Homewood,
104.

Fischer, G. A. Everyoners Support
to Effective DecÍsÍon t{aking using
f11.: Richard D. frwin, Ínc., Lgg3,
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dimensional cognitive matrix of schemata, utilizing rnicro- and

macro-models, tied together with a system of rfconstraintstt. As

pointed out in the thesis, this configuration is marked.ly

similar to the architecture of the connection machine devel-
oped by Danier Hil]is. Another of the aspects of the proposed

model i+rhich is noteworthy is that the 'constraintt concept

offered in this thesis is not too dissinilar to the use of the

term in neural network l-iterature.42

The model presented in this thesis has the potential to
be dynamic, arthough it is treated in this thesis for convení-

ence as static. The illustration of the LTBT White paper

decision-making process is thus only a snap shot of a deci-
sion-process at a point in time, i. e. the publication of the

white Paper. To represent what happened folrowing pubrication

of the 1-987 White Paper, a dynarnic model- would have to be

used, illustrating modifications to policy as the decision-
naking process l-ater evorved. A dynamic version of the model

would most líkely be best represented by an animated graphics

program.

The Mode1 as an Agent of Change

It should also be observed that it is possible to perform

S. New Knowledge Tools.

128

az Hedberg, In Byte, JuIy L993, tO7.



organizationar analysis and design within the context of the
proposed moder if one starts from the premise that the human

decision-making process is logical and that it is performed

according to a number of types of constraints, one of which is
organizational. Another advantage of the proposed model,

therefore, is that it can be used as a tool in effecting
change in organizational structure.

As in the case of the example of the L7BT úthite paper,

the purpose of this thesis v/as not to recommend change.

Rather, what this thesis hopefully has accomprished is to sug-

gest what mechanisms are currentry in place whereby humans

make decisions, and in-so-doing, provide a toor for predicting
and also for engineering change in a controlled and systematic

fashion.
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